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Response to Intervention

Workshop Agenda…
RTI & Mathematics: Introduction

GOAL 1: Creating a Supportive Math Instructional 

GOAL 2  Obt i i   D l i  Cl  

GOAL 1: Creating a Supportive Math Instructional 
Environment

GOAL 2: Obtaining or Developing Classroom 
Formative Math Assessments.

GOAL 3: Developing a Math 'Intervention Menu'.

GOAL 4: Enlisting the Student as a Motivated, GOAL 4: Enlisting the Student as a Motivated, 
Self-Managing Math Learner.
Review of Free Internet Resources to Help Your School 

www.interventioncentral.org

Review of Free Internet Resources to Help Your School 
to Implement RTI for Math/Planning Activities



Response to Intervention

“ ”In a completely rational society, 
the best of us would be the best of us would be 
teachers and the rest of us 
would have to settle for 

thi  lsomething less.
-Lee Iacocca

www.interventioncentral.org 6



Response to Intervention

Math Instruction for Struggling Learners: A gg g
Work in Progress
Focus of Inquiry: What do we Focus of Inquiry: What do we 
know about effective math 
instruction for underperforming instruction for underperforming 
students?

www.interventioncentral.org 7



Response to Intervention

Five Strands of Mathematical Proficiency (NRC, 2002)
Conceptual 1. Understanding: Comprehending mathematical 

concepts, operations, and relations--knowing what 
mathematical symbols, diagrams, and procedures 
mean.

Conceptual 
Knowledge

2. Computing: Carrying out mathematical procedures, 
such as adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing 
numbers flexibly, accurately, efficiently, and 

Procedural 
Knowledgenumbers flexibly, accurately, efficiently, and 

appropriately.

3. Applying: Being able to formulate problems 
mathematically and to devise strategies for solving 

g

Metacognitionmathematically and to devise strategies for solving 
them using concepts and procedures appropriately.

4. Reasoning: Using logic to explain and justify a 
solution to a problem or to extend from something 

Metacognition

Synthesissolution to a problem or to extend from something 
known to something less known.

5. Engaging: Seeing mathematics as sensible, useful, 
d d bl if  k t it d b i  illi  t  d  Motivation

Synthesis

www.interventioncentral.org
Source: National Research Council. (2002). Helping children learn mathematics. Mathematics Learning Study Committee, J. Kilpatrick & J.
Swafford, Editors, Center for Education, Division of Behavioral & Social Sciences & Education. Washington, DC: National Academy Press.8

and doable—if you work at it—and being willing to do 
the work.

Motivation



Response to Intervention

An RTI Challenge: Limited Research to Support 
E id B d M th I t tiEvidence-Based Math Interventions

“  in contrast to reading  core math programs that are … in contrast to reading, core math programs that are 
supported by research, or that have been constructed 
according to clear research based principles  are not according to clear research-based principles, are not 
easy to identify. Not only have exemplary core 
programs not been identified  but also there are no programs not been identified, but also there are no 
tools available that we know of that will help schools 
analyze core math programs to determine their analyze core math programs to determine their 
alignment with clear research-based principles.” p. 459

www.interventioncentral.org 9

Source: Clarke, B., Baker, S., & Chard, D. (2008). Best practices in mathematics assessment and intervention with elementary 
students. In A. Thomas & J. Grimes (Eds.), Best practices in school psychology V (pp. 453-463).



Response to Intervention

National Math Advisory Panel 2008: Recommendationy

“To prepare students for Algebra, the curriculum 
t i lt l  d l  t l must simultaneously develop conceptual 

understanding, computational fluency, and 
bl l i  kill  D b t  di  th  problem-solving skills. Debates regarding the 

relative importance of these aspects of 
th ti l k l d   i id d  Th  mathematical knowledge are misguided. These 

capabilities are mutually supportive, each 
f ilit ti  l i  f th  th  T h  facilitating learning of the others. Teachers 
should emphasize these interrelations…”

www.interventioncentral.org 10
Source: National Mathematics Advisory Panel. (2008). Foundations for Success: The Final Report of the National Mathematics Advisory
Panel, U.S. Department of Education: Washington, DC. p. xix.



Response to Intervention

Question: Is Algebra Essential?: PRO
“...Algebra is a demonstrable gateway to later 
achievement. Students need it for any form of higher 
mathematics later in high school; moreover, research 
shows that completion of Algebra II correlates 
significantly with success in college and earnings 
from employment. In fact, students who complete 
Algebra II are more than twice as likely to graduate 
from college compared to students with less 
mathematical preparation.”

www.interventioncentral.org 11

Source: National Mathematics Advisory Panel. Foundations for Success: The Final Report of the National Mathematics 
Advisory Panel, U.S. Department of Education: Washington, DC, 2008; p. xiii



Response to Intervention

Question: Is Algebra Essential?: CON
“Algebra is an onerous stumbling block for all kinds of students: 
disadvantaged and affluent, black and white. In New Mexico, 43 percent of 
white students fell below “proficient ” along with 39 percent in white students fell below proficient,  along with 39 percent in 
Tennessee....
Another dropout statistic should cause equal chagrin. Of all who embark 
on higher education, only 58 percent end up with bachelor’s degrees. The 
main impediment to graduation: freshman math....

A definitive analysis by the Georgetown Center on Education and the ...A definitive analysis by the Georgetown Center on Education and the 
Workforce forecasts that in the decade ahead a mere 5 percent of entry-
level workers will need to be proficient in algebra or above....
Think of math as a huge boulder we make everyone pull, without 
assessing what all this pain achieves. So why require it, without 
alternatives or exceptions? Thus far I haven’t found a compelling answer.”

www.interventioncentral.org

alternatives or exceptions? Thus far I haven t found a compelling answer.
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Source: Hacker, A. (2012, July 20). Is algebra necessary? The New York Times[Online edition]. Retrieved from 
http://www.nytimes.com



Response to Intervention

Students with Math Learning Disabilities: The 
N bNumbers

• It is estimated that students with “learning 
disabilities (LD) and deficits in mathematics 
competencies ” range from 5% to 7% of the 
school-age population. (Gersten et al., p. 1202) 

www.interventioncentral.org 13
Source: Gersten, R., Chard, D. J., Jayathi, M., Baker, S. K., Morphy, P., & Flojo, J. (2009). Mathematics instruction for students with
learning disabilities: A meta-analysis of instructional components. Review of Educational Research, 79, 1202-1242.



Response to InterventionNational Assessment of Educational Progress: Mathematics: 
2011  Student Sample: 26,200
Level Description % / Students
Proficient Represents “solid academic performance 

for each grade assessed  Students reaching 35%for each grade assessed. Students reaching 
this level have demonstrated competency 
over challenging subject matter, including 

35%

subject-matter knowledge, application of 
such knowledge to real-world situations, 
and analytical skills appropriate to the and analytical skills appropriate to the 
subject matter.”

Basic Denotes “partial mastery of prerequisite 38%knowledge and skills that are fundamental 
for proficient work at each grade 
assessed.”

38%

www.interventioncentral.org

Below Basic Falls below basic (as defined above) 27%



Response to Intervention

Who is At Risk for Poor Math Performance?: A 
P ti  StProactive Stance

“…we use the term mathematics difficulties rather than 
th ti  di biliti  Child  h  hibit mathematics disabilities. Children who exhibit 

mathematics difficulties include those performing in the 
low average range (e g  at or below the 35th percentile) low average range (e.g., at or below the 35 percentile) 
as well as those performing well below average…Using 
higher percentile cutoffs increases the likelihood that g p
young children who go on to have serious math 
problems will be picked up in the screening.” p. 295

www.interventioncentral.org 15

Source: Gersten, R., Jordan, N. C., & Flojo, J. R. (2005). Early identification and interventions for students with mathematics 
difficulties. Journal of Learning Disabilities, 38, 293-304.



Response to Intervention

RTI, Secondary Mathematics, and 
Rigorous State Math Standards: A New Rigorous State Math Standards: A New 
Frontier
Focus of Inquiry: How can the 3-
Tier RTI model be applied to pp
middle and high school 
mathematics instruction to help p
struggling students to attain the 
math standards?

www.interventioncentral.org 16



Response to Intervention

Teachers: Building an RTI Model for Math 
I t tiInstruction

• Issue: Mathematics is arguably the greatest challenge g y g g
for struggling students in middle and high schools. 
Teachers need to have classroom and supplemental 
supports to help students with math difficulties to attain 
success.

www.interventioncentral.org 17



Response to Intervention

RTI: 6 Essential Elements for MathematicsRTI: 6 Essential Elements for Mathematics
1. Educators believe that every student has the ability to learn 

challenging mathematics when given effective instruction challenging mathematics when given effective instruction 
and regularly monitored

2 All students are screened 3 times per year  using a math 2. All students are screened 3 times per year, using a math 
assessment battery that can identify those students who 
may need additional supplemental assistance to fill in skill y pp
gaps.

3. Students on math interventions have their progress p g
monitored regularly to verify that interventions are working 
and to move students across Tiers as needed.

www.interventioncentral.org 18

Source: Lembke, E. S., Hampton, D., & Beyers, S. J. (2012). Response to intervention in mathematics: Critical elements. 
Psychology in the Schools, 49(3), 257-272.



Response to Intervention

RTI: 6 Essential Elements for Mathematics (Cont )RTI: 6 Essential Elements for Mathematics (Cont.)

4. Research-based instructional practices and programs are 
d i   i t ti  d d i  i t tiused in core instruction and during interventions.

5. The school has a multi-Tier system set up that provides 
increasingly intensive math intervention support matched to increasingly intensive math intervention support matched to 
student need.

6 The school regularly evaluates its Math RTI model (including 6. The school regularly evaluates its Math RTI model (including 
measurements of intervention integrity) to verify the quality 
of the model.o e ode

www.interventioncentral.org 19

Source: Lembke, E. S., Hampton, D., & Beyers, S. J. (2012). Response to intervention in mathematics: Critical elements. 
Psychology in the Schools, 49(3), 257-272.



Response to Intervention

RTI ‘Pyramid of 
Tier 3: Intensive interventionsInterventions’ Tier 3: Intensive interventions.
Students who are ‘non-
responders’ to Tiers 1 & 2 are 

Tier 3

referred to the RTI Team for more 
intensive interventions.

Tier 2 Individualized 
interventions. Subset of 
students receive interventions Tier 2

Tier 1: Universal interventions

students receive interventions 
targeting specific needs. 

Tier 1
Tier 1: Universal interventions.
Available to all students in a 
classroom or school. Can consist 

www.interventioncentral.org 20

of whole-group or individual 
strategies or supports.



Response to Intervention

RTI Support: Tier 1 Core Instruction
• Tier 1 core instruction is considered to be ‘universal’ because all students 

receive it and benefit from it. 
C  i t ti  i  th h ld h  th  l t  f ‘ li it i t ti ’  • Core instruction in math should have the elements of ‘explicit instruction’, 
a structured method for instructional delivery that is more likely to be 
effective with struggling students.gg g

• To judge whether core instruction is adequate, RTI schools use screening 
instruments (e.g., math computation fluency probes, math concepts and 
applications measures  algebra probes) to assess classwide math applications measures, algebra probes) to assess classwide math 
performance three times yearly. If at least 80 percent of students attain or 
exceed the screener’s performance benchmark, core instruction is 
considered to be adequate.

Sources: Lembke, E. S., Hampton, D., & Beyers, S. J. (2012). Response to intervention in mathematics: Critical 

www.interventioncentral.org 21

p y ( ) p
elements. Psychology in the Schools, 49(3), 257-272.

Wright, J. (2012). RTI Success in Secondary Schools: A toolkit for middle and high schools. Port Chester, NY: National 
Professional Resources, Inc.



Response to Intervention

RTI Support: Tier 1 (Classroom) Intervention
Tier 1 interventions are intended for ‘red flag’ students who 
struggle in math and require additional individualized teacher 
support during core instruction  To successfully implement Tier 1 support during core instruction. To successfully implement Tier 1 
interventions, a middle or high school teacher will need:

• Clear criteria to identify Tier 1 intervention students (e.g., 
students who are failing the course on a 5-week grade report).

• Research-based strategies to address the student’s academic 
(and perhaps motivational) deficits(and perhaps motivational) deficits.

• A streamlined form to document the Tier 1 intervention plan.
• The ability to collect and interpret classroom data to judge y p j g

whether the Tier 1 intervention is working.
• Guidelines for how long to implement the Tier 1 intervention 

b f  ki  dditi l RTI h l  f  th  t d t

www.interventioncentral.org

before seeking additional RTI help for the student.
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Sources: Wright, J. (2012). RTI Success in Secondary Schools: A toolkit for middle and high schools. Port Chester, NY: 
National Professional Resources, Inc.



Response to Intervention

RTI ‘Pyramid of 
Tier 3: Intensive interventionsInterventions’ Tier 3: Intensive interventions.
Students who are ‘non-
responders’ to Tiers 1 & 2 are 

Tier 3

referred to the RTI Team for more 
intensive interventions.

Tier 2 Individualized 
interventions. Subset of 
students receive interventions Tier 2

Tier 1: Universal interventions

students receive interventions 
targeting specific needs. 

Tier 1
Tier 1: Universal interventions.
Available to all students in a 
classroom or school. Can consist 

www.interventioncentral.org 23

of whole-group or individual 
strategies or supports.



Response to Intervention

RTI Support: Tier 2/3 Supplemental Interventions
• Tier 2/3 interventions SUPPLEMENT core instruction. 
• Students are identified for Tier 2/3 math services based on 

objective data sources such as universal screeners that allow the 
school to predict student degree of ‘risk’ for math failure. 

• In a typical school, 10-15 % of students may require Tier 2 
interventions in a given academic area, while 1-5% may need Tier 
3 h l3 help.

• Interventions at Tier 2 are monitored at least twice per month. 
Interventions at Tier 3 are monitored weeklyInterventions at Tier 3 are monitored weekly.

• Tier 2/3 interventions should last at least 6-8 instructional weeks.

www.interventioncentral.org 24

Sources: Burns, M. K., & Gibbons, K. A. (2008). Implementing response-to-intervention in elementary and secondary schools. Routledge: 
New York. 
Wright, J. (2012). RTI Success in Secondary Schools: A toolkit for middle and high schools. Port Chester, NY: National Professional 
Resources, Inc.



Response to Intervention

RTI Support: Tier 2/3 Supplemental Interventions
Each Tier 2/3 intervention plan shows evidence that:
• Instructional programs or practices are ‘evidence-based’.

The intervention has been selected because it logically addresses the • The intervention has been selected because it logically addresses the 
area(s) of academic deficit for the target student.

• The student-teacher ratio in the group provides adequate student support: g p p q pp
Tier 2 up to 7 students; Tier 3 up to 3 students. NOTE: The instructional ratio 
for students engaged in computer-delivered Tier 2/3 instruction is 1:1.
St d t  i  th  Ti  2/3 i t ti   h  h d i t ti  d( )• Students in the Tier 2/3 intervention group have shared intervention need(s).

• The intervention provides contact time adequate to the student academic 
deficit. Tier 2 interventions occur a minimum of 3-5 times per week in de c e e e o s occu a u o 3 5 es pe ee
sessions of 30 mins or more; Tier 3 interventions occur daily in sessions of 
30 mins or more.

www.interventioncentral.org 25

Sources: Burns, M. K., & Gibbons, K. A. (2008). Implementing response-to-intervention in elementary and secondary schools. Routledge: 
New York. 
Wright, J. (2012). RTI Success in Secondary Schools: A toolkit for middle and high schools. Port Chester, NY: National Professional 
Resources, Inc.



Response to Intervention

Common Core State 
Standards InitiativeStandards Initiative
http://www.corestandards.org/

View the set of Common Core View the set of Common Core 
Standards for English Language 
Arts (including writing) and 
mathematics being adopted by mathematics being adopted by 
states across America.

Source: National Governors Association Center for 
Best Practices and Council of Chief State School Best Practices and Council of Chief State School 
Officers. (2010). Common Core State Standards for 
English Language Arts & Literacy in History/Social 
Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects.. 
Retrieved on September 23, 2012, from 

www.interventioncentral.org

http://www.corestandards.org/; p. 6.



Response to Intervention

Common Core State Standards: 
Supporting Different Learners in ELA

“The Standards set grade-specific standards but do The Standards set grade specific standards but do 
not define the intervention methods or materials 
necessary to support students who are well below or necessary to support students who are well below or 
well above grade-level expectations. No set of 
grade-specific standards can fully reflect the great grade specific standards can fully reflect the great 
variety in abilities, needs, learning rates, and 
achievement levels of students in any given achievement levels of students in any given 
classroom.”

www.interventioncentral.org 27

Source: National Governors Association Center for Best Practices and Council of Chief State School Officers. (2010). Common 
Core State Standards for English Language Arts & Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects.. Retrieved
on September 23, 2012, from http://www.corestandards.org/; p. 6.



Response to Intervention

Common Core State Standards: 

“ It is also beyond the scope of the Standards to 
Supporting Different Learners in ELA

…It is also beyond the scope of the Standards to 
define the full range of supports appropriate for 
English language learners and for students with English language learners and for students with 
special needs. At the same time, all students must 
have the opportunity to learn and meet the same have the opportunity to learn and meet the same 
high standards if they are to access the knowledge 
and skills necessary in their post–high school lives ”and skills necessary in their post high school lives.

www.interventioncentral.org 28

Source: National Governors Association Center for Best Practices and Council of Chief State School Officers. (2010). Common 
Core State Standards for English Language Arts & Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects.. Retrieved
on September 23, 2012, from http://www.corestandards.org/; p. 6.



Response to Intervention

Response to Intervention (RTI)
Response to Intervention (RTI) is a blue-print that schools can 
implement to proactively identify students who struggle with 

d i  d/  b h i l d fi it  d id  th  ith academic and/or behavioral deficits and provide them with 
academic and behavioral intervention support. RTI divides 
school support resources into 3 progressively more intensive school support resources into 3 progressively more intensive 
levels--or 'tiers'--of intervention. RTI first gained national 
recognition when written into congressional legislation, the g g g ,
Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act 
(IDEIA) of 2004. 
Because the focus of RTI is on the underperforming 
learner, schools can use this approach as the 'toolkit' for 
h l i  t li  l  t  tt i  th  biti  

www.interventioncentral.org

helping struggling learners to attain the ambitious 
standards of the Common Core. 
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Response to Intervention

Teachers: Building an RTI Model for Math 
I t tiInstruction

• Recommendation: Develop a department-wide, building p p , g
or district plan for creating and implementing an RTI 
model to address student math difficulties.

www.interventioncentral.org 30



Response to Intervention

Strong Core Math InstructionStrong Core Math Instruction

Focus of Inquiry: What are the Focus of Inquiry: What are the 
elements of strong core 
mathematics instruction?mathematics instruction?

www.interventioncentral.org 31



Response to Intervention

Teachers: Elements of Strong Core Math 
I t tiInstruction

• Issue: Research supports direct instruction as a means pp
to effectively teach students with math difficulties in core 
instruction. However, many schools lack a clear 
checklist of the instructional elements that make up 
direct instruction.

www.interventioncentral.org 32



Response to Intervention

What Works 
Clearinghouse Practice 
Guide: Assisting Students Guide: Assisting Students 
Struggling with 
Mathematics: Response to 
Intervention (RtI) for 
Elementary and Middle 
SchoolsSchools
http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/

This publication provides 8 p p
recommendations for effective 
core instruction in mathematics 
for K-8. A link to this manual is 

www.interventioncentral.org

on the conference web page.



Response to Intervention

Assisting Students Struggling with Mathematics: RtI for Elementary 
& Middle Schools: 8 Recommendations

• Recommendation 1. Screen all 
st dents to identif  those at risk for students to identify those at risk for 
potential mathematics difficulties and 
provide interventions to students provide interventions to students 
identified as at risk

• Recommendation 2. Instructional Recommendation 2. Instructional 
materials for students receiving 
interventions should focus intensely on 
in-depth treatment of whole numbers in 
kindergarten through grade 5 and on 

ti l b  i  d  4 th h 8

www.interventioncentral.org

rational numbers in grades 4 through 8.
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Response to Intervention

Assisting Students Struggling with Mathematics: RtI for Elementary 
& Middle Schools: 8 Recommendations (Cont.)

• Recommendation 3. Instruction during 
the inter ention sho ld be e plicit and the intervention should be explicit and 
systematic. This includes providing 
models of proficient problem solving  models of proficient problem solving, 
verbalization of thought processes, 
guided practice, corrective feedback, g p
and frequent cumulative review

• Recommendation 4. Interventions 
should include instruction on solving 
word problems that is based on 

 d l i  t t

www.interventioncentral.org

common underlying structures.
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Response to Intervention

Assisting Students Struggling with Mathematics: RtI for Elementary 
& Middle Schools: 8 Recommendations (Cont.)

• Recommendation 5. Intervention 
materials sho ld incl de opport nities materials should include opportunities 
for students to work with visual 
representations of mathematical ideas representations of mathematical ideas 
and interventionists should be 
proficient in the use of visual p
representations of mathematical ideas

• Recommendation 6. Interventions at 
all grade levels should devote about 10 
minutes in each session to building 
fl t t i l f b i  ith ti  f t

www.interventioncentral.org

fluent retrieval of basic arithmetic facts
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Response to Intervention

Assisting Students Struggling with Mathematics: RtI for Elementary 
& Middle Schools: 8 Recommendations (Cont.)

• Recommendation 7. Progress should 
be monitored for st dents recei ing be monitored for students receiving 
supplemental instruction/intervention 
and other students who are at riskand other students who are at risk.

• Recommendation 8. Tier 2/3 math 
interventions should include interventions should include 
motivational strategies to energize and 
engage reluctant learners.

www.interventioncentral.org 37



Response to Intervention

How Do We Reach Low-Performing Math How Do We Reach Low Performing Math 
Students?: Instructional Recommendations p. 5
I t t l t  f th i t ti  f  l f i  Important elements of math instruction for low-performing 
students:

– “Providing teachers and students with data on student – Providing teachers and students with data on student 
performance”

– “Using peers as tutors or instructional guides”
– “Providing clear, specific feedback to parents on their children’s 

mathematics success”
“U i  i i l  f li it i t ti  i  t hi  th – “Using principles of explicit instruction in teaching math 
concepts and procedures.” p. 51 in article.

www.interventioncentral.org 38

Source: Baker, S., Gersten, R., & Lee, D. (2002).A synthesis of empirical research on teaching mathematics to low-
achieving students. The Elementary School Journal, 103(1), 51-73..



Response to Intervention

Peer-Guided Pause p. 33
• Students are trained to work in pairs. 
• At one or more appropriate review points in a lecture,pp p p ,

the instructor directs students to pair up to work together for 4-8 minutes.
• During each Peer Guided Pause, students are given a worksheet that 

t i     tl  l t d d  b  bl  contains one or more correctly completed word or number problems 
illustrating the math concept(s) covered in the lecture. The sheet also 
contains several additional, similar problems that pairs of students work 
cooperatively to complete, along with an answer key. 

• Student pairs are reminded to (a) monitor their understanding of the lesson 
concepts; (b) review the correctly math model problem; (c) work cooperatively concepts; (b) review the correctly math model problem; (c) work cooperatively 
on the additional problems, and (d) check their answers. The teacher can 
direct student pairs to write their names on the practice sheets and collect 

www.interventioncentral.org 39

them to monitor student understanding.
Source: Hawkins, J., & Brady, M. P. (1994). The effects of independent and peer guided practice during instructional pauses on 
the academic performance of students with mild handicaps. Education & Treatment of Children, 17 (1), 1-28.



Response to Intervention

How To: 
Implement Strong 

Core Instruction
(Handout: pp. 2-4)
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Response to Intervention

How To Implement Strong Core Instruction
Increase Access to Instruction
1 I t ti l M t h  L  t t i  i t l  1. Instructional Match. Lesson content is appropriately 

matched to students' abilities (Burns, VanDerHeyden, & 
Boice  2008)Boice, 2008).

2. Content Review at Lesson Start. The lesson opens with 
a brief review of concepts or material that have previously a brief review of concepts or material that have previously 
been presented. (Burns, VanDerHeyden, & Boice, 2008, 
Rosenshine, 2008).
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Response to Intervention

How To Implement Strong Core Instruction
Increase Access to Instruction
3 P i  f L  G l( )  At th  t t f i t ti  th  3. Preview of Lesson Goal(s). At the start of instruction, the 

goals of the current day's lesson are shared (Rosenshine, 
2008)2008).

4. Chunking of New Material. The teacher breaks new 
material into small  manageable increments  'chunks'  or material into small, manageable increments, chunks , or 
steps (Rosenshine, 2008).

www.interventioncentral.org 42



Response to Intervention

How To Implement Strong Core Instruction
Provide ‘Scaffolding’ Support
1 D t il d E l ti  & I t ti  Th h t th  1. Detailed Explanations & Instructions. Throughout the 

lesson, the teacher provides adequate explanations and 
detailed instructions for all concepts and materials being detailed instructions for all concepts and materials being 
taught (Burns, VanDerHeyden, & Boice, 2008).

2. Talk-Alouds/Think-Alouds. Verbal explanations are given 2. Talk Alouds/Think Alouds. Verbal explanations are given 
to explain cognitive strategies: ‘talk-alouds’ (e.g., the 
teacher describes and explains each step of a cognitive 
strategy) and ‘think-alouds’ (e.g., the teacher applies a 
cognitive strategy to a particular problem or task and 

b li  th  t  i  l i  th  t t ) (B  

www.interventioncentral.org

verbalizes the steps in applying the strategy) (Burns, 
VanDerHeyden, & Boice, 2008, Rosenshine, 2008).
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Response to Intervention

How To Implement Strong Core Instruction
Provide ‘Scaffolding’ Support
3 W k M d l  Th  t h  k  l  f d i  3. Work Models. The teacher makes exemplars of academic 

work (e.g., essays, completed math word problems) 
available to students for use as models (Rosenshine  available to students for use as models (Rosenshine, 
2008).

4. Active Engagement.  The teacher ensures that the lesson 4. Active Engagement.  The teacher ensures that the lesson 
engages the student in ‘active accurate responding’ 
(Skinner, Pappas & Davis, 2005) often enough to capture 
student attention and to optimize learning.
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Response to Intervention

How To Implement Strong Core Instruction
Provide ‘Scaffolding’ Support
5 C ll b ti  A i t  St d t  h  f t 5. Collaborative Assignments. Students have frequent 

opportunities to work collaboratively--in pairs or groups. 
(Baker  Gersten  & Lee  2002; Gettinger & Seibert  2002)(Baker, Gersten, & Lee, 2002; Gettinger & Seibert, 2002).

6. Checks for Understanding. The instructor regularly 
checks for student understanding by posing frequent checks for student understanding by posing frequent 
questions to the group (Rosenshine, 2008).
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Response to Intervention

How To Implement Strong Core Instruction
Provide ‘Scaffolding’ Support
7 G  R di  Th  t h   f ll l  7. Group Responding. The teacher ensures full class 

participation and boosts levels of student attention by 
having all students respond in various ways (e g  choral having all students respond in various ways (e.g., choral 
responding, response cards, white boards) to instructor 
questions (Rosenshine, 2008).q ( , )

8. High Rate of Student Success. The teacher verifies that 
students are experiencing at least 80% success in the 
lesson content to shape their learning in the desired 
direction and to maintain student motivation and 

t (G tti  & S ib t  2002)
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engagement (Gettinger & Seibert, 2002).
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Response to Intervention

How To Implement Strong Core Instruction
Provide ‘Scaffolding’ Support
9 B i k R t  f I t ti  Th  l   t  b i k 9. Brisk Rate of Instruction. The lesson moves at a brisk 

rate--sufficient to hold student attention (Carnine,1976; 
Gettinger & Seibert  2002)Gettinger & Seibert, 2002).

10. Fix-Up Strategies. Students are taught fix-up strategies 
(Rosenshine  2008) for use during independent work (e g  (Rosenshine, 2008) for use during independent work (e.g., 
for defining unknown words in reading assignments, for 
solving challenging math word problems).
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Response to Intervention

How To Implement Strong Core Instruction
Give Timely Performance Feedback
1 R l  F db k  Th  t h  id  ti l  d 1. Regular Feedback. The teacher provides timely and 

regular performance feedback and corrections throughout 
the lesson as needed to guide student learning (Burns  the lesson as needed to guide student learning (Burns, 
VanDerHeyden, & Boice).

2. Step-by-Step Checklists. For multi-step cognitive 2. Step by Step Checklists. For multi step cognitive 
strategies, the teacher creates checklists for students to 
use to self-monitor performance (Rosenshine, 2008).
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Response to Intervention

How To Implement Strong Core Instruction
Provide Opportunities for Review & Practice
1 S i  f P ti  Th h t L  Th  l  1. Spacing of Practice Throughout Lesson. The lesson 

includes practice activities spaced throughout the lesson. 
(e g  through teacher demonstration; then group practice (e.g., through teacher demonstration; then group practice 
with teacher supervision and feedback; then independent, 
individual student practice) (Burns, VanDerHeyden, & p ) ( , y ,
Boice). 
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Response to Intervention

How To Implement Strong Core Instruction
Provide Opportunities for Review & Practice
2 G id d P ti  Wh  t hi  h ll i  t i l  th  2. Guided Practice. When teaching challenging material, the 

teacher provides immediate corrective feedback to each 
student response  When the instructor anticipates the student response. When the instructor anticipates the 
possibility of an incorrect response, that teacher forestalls 
student error through use of cues, prompts, or hints. The g , p p ,
teacher also tracks student responding and ensures 
sufficient success during supervised lessons before having 

d  i  h   kill   k l d  students practice the new skills or knowledge 
independently (Burns, VanDerHeyden, & Boice, 2008).
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Response to Intervention

How To Implement Strong Core Instruction
Provide Opportunities for Review & Practice
3 S t f  I d d t P ti  Th  t h   3. Support for Independent Practice. The teacher ensures 

that students have adequate support (e.g., clear and 
explicit instructions; teacher monitoring) to be successful explicit instructions; teacher monitoring) to be successful 
during independent seatwork practice activities 
(Rosenshine, 2008).( , )

4. Distributed Practice. The teacher reviews previously 
taught content one or more times over a period of several 
weeks or months (Pashler et al., 2007; Rosenshine  & 
Stevens, 1995).
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Response to Intervention

Teachers: Elements of Strong Core Math 
I t ti

• Recommendation 1: Use an ‘elements of strong core 

Instruction
g

instruction’ checklist like the one shared today in your 
school as a shared definition of direct instruction.

• Recommendation 2: Whenever planning lessons for 
struggling students, have a direct-instruction checklist 

 h d   f  t  b  bl  t  i l  t d on hand as a reference to be able to single out and 
address important instructional elements.
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Response to Intervention

Activity: Core Instruction Fidelity Checks

• Lembke et al (2012) recommend that 
schools periodically use teacher self-  schools periodically use teacher self , 
collegial, or administrative checks to 
ensure that strong explicit core g p
instruction is occurring in classes.

• Discuss how – as a consultant – you 
can promote the use of a ‘core 
instruction’ checklist like the one just 

i d t   t  Ti  1 reviewed to ensure strong Tier 1 
(core) instruction across all 
classrooms in your school(s)
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classrooms in your school(s).
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Source: Lembke, E. S., Hampton, D., & Beyers, S. J. (2012). Response to intervention in mathematics: Critical elements. 
Psychology in the Schools, 49(3), 257-272.



Response to Intervention

Math Interventions: 7 Big IdeasMath Interventions: 7 Big Ideas

Focus of Inquiry: What are the Focus of Inquiry: What are the 
quality indicators of a classroom 
math intervention?math intervention?
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Response to Intervention

Academic Interventions: 7 ‘Big Ideas’
• Academic problems should be clearly defined. Before a 

teacher can select interventions to address a student 
d i  bl  th  i t t  t b  bl  t  d ib  i  academic problem, the instructor must be able to describe in 

clear and specific terms just what the student problem is. In 
fact  the most important step in the entire process of fact, the most important step in the entire process of 
developing an intervention is to be able to describe correctly 
and specifically the problem that must be fixed (Bergan, p y p ( g ,
1995).

11
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Response to Intervention

Academic Interventions: 7 ‘Big Ideas’

• Academic problems should be linked to their probable cause. 
Once an academic problem has been defined  the teacher Once an academic problem has been defined, the teacher 
will want to develop a hypothesis ('educated guess') about 
what issue is causing that problem  what issue is causing that problem. 

For example, a student may do poorly on a reading p y p y g
comprehension task because she lacks the necessary 
comprehension skills, is accurate but not yet fluent in those 
kill  h d  l d th  kill  b t f il d t  t i  th  skills, had once learned those skills but failed to retain them, 

can perform the skills but has limited endurance, or 
possesses the skills but does not recognize situations when 22
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possesses the skills but does not recognize situations when 
she should use them (Martens & Witt, 2004). 22



Response to Intervention

Academic Interventions: 7 ‘Big Ideas’

• Intervention strategies should be research-based. When 
possible  the teacher sho ld incl de in an inter ention plan possible, the teacher should include in an intervention plan 
only those ideas supported by research. At present, there is 
no consensus on how to define 'research-based' interventions no consensus on how to define research based  interventions 
(Odom et al., 2005). However, a sensible rule of thumb to 
follow is that an intervention idea should be shown as 
effective in at least one study published in a reputable peer-
reviewed research journal before it is used in school 
i t ti  lintervention plans.

33
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Response to Intervention

Academic Interventions: 7 ‘Big Ideas’

• Intervention plans should help students to access instruction--
b t not 'd mb do n' instr ction  When p tting together but not 'dumb down' instruction. When putting together 
classroom intervention plans, instructors can choose from 
among a wide array of strategies to help the student to among a wide array of strategies to help the student to 
achieve academic success. But teachers should take care 
not cross the line and modify core instruction for struggling y gg g
general-education students; that is, they should not hold 
underperforming students to a lesser academic standard than 
th i  l t  (Ti d l &  F h  1999)  their classmates (Tindal &  Fuchs, 1999). 

44
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Response to Intervention

Academic Interventions: 7 ‘Big Ideas’

• Interventions should be documented in writing. When a 
teacher commits to de elop an academic inter ention to teacher commits to develop an academic intervention to 
support a student, that instructor should always create a 
written plan to document the intervention prior to written plan to document the intervention prior to 
implementing it (Burns & Gibbons, 2008).  

Writing out intervention plans help teachers to carry them out 
more consistently and be able to produce the plans when 

d d  f th t th   idi  t i k t d t  ith needed as proof that they are providing at-risk students with 
ongoing assistance. 

55
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Response to Intervention

Academic Interventions: 7 ‘Big Ideas’

• Interventions should be carried out with integrity. The teacher 
sho ld monitor the integrit  of an   classroom inter ention should monitor the integrity of any  classroom intervention 
closely, ensuring that the actual intervention conforms as 
closely as possible to the guidelines contained in the written closely as possible to the guidelines contained in the written 
intervention plan (Gansle & Noell, 2007) and taking steps 
when needed to bring the intervention back into alignment g g
with good practices.

66
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Response to Intervention

Academic Interventions: 7 ‘Big Ideas’

• Goal-setting and progress-monitoring should be a part of all 
academic inter entions  At their core  academic inter entions academic interventions. At their core, academic interventions 
are intended to improve student performance (Duhon, 
Mesmer  Atkins  Greguson  & Olinger  2009)  But teachers Mesmer, Atkins, Greguson, & Olinger, 2009). But teachers 
cannot know with certainty whether a student is actually 
benefiting from an intervention unless they set specific g y p
outcome goals up front and then collect data periodically 
throughout the intervention to verify that these goals are met 
(W i ht 2007)  (Wright 2007). 

77
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Response to Intervention

How To: Create a Written How To: Create a Written 
Record of Classroom 

InterventionsInterventions
pp. 10-12
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Response to Intervention

Creating a Written Record of Classroom Interventions: Form 
C  i f ti  Th  i  ti  f th  f  i l d  • Case information. The opening section of the form includes 
general information about the case, including:

Target student– Target student
– Teacher/interventionist
– Date of the intervention planDate of the intervention plan
– Start and end dates for the intervention
– Description of the student problem to be addressed
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Response to Intervention

Creating a Written Record of Classroom Interventions: Form 
I t ti Th  t h  d ib  th  id b d • Intervention. The teacher describes the evidence-based 
intervention(s) that will be used to address the identified 
student concern(s)  As a shortcut  the instructor can student concern(s). As a shortcut, the instructor can 
simply write the intervention name in this section and 
attach a more detailed intervention script/description to p p
the intervention plan.

64
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Response to Intervention

Creating a Written Record of Classroom Interventions: Form 
M t i l Th  t h  li t   t i l  (  • Materials. The teacher lists any materials (e.g., 
flashcards, wordlists, worksheets) or other resources 
(e g  Internet connected computer) necessary for the (e.g., Internet-connected computer) necessary for the 
intervention.

65
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Response to Intervention

Creating a Written Record of Classroom Interventions: Form 
T i i If d lt  d/  th  t t t d t i   • Training. If adults and/or the target student require any 
training prior to the intervention, the teacher records 
those training needs in this section of the formthose training needs in this section of the form.

66
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Response to Intervention

Creating a Written Record of Classroom Interventions: Form 
P M it i Th  t h  l t   th d t  • Progress-Monitoring. The teacher selects a method to 
monitor student progress during the intervention, to include:

what type of data is to be used– what type of data is to be used
– student baseline (starting-point) information
– an intervention outcome goalan intervention outcome goal
– the frequency that data will be collected.

67
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Response to Intervention

How To: Create a Written 
Record of Classroom 

I t tiInterventions
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Response to Intervention

Activity: Documenting Classroom Interventions

• Review the Classroom Intervention 
Planning Sheet in your packet (pp  Planning Sheet in your packet (pp. 
10-12).

• Discuss how you currently document Discuss how you currently document 
your classroom intervention efforts.

• Would a form like this be useful?
• Be prepared to report out!
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Response to Intervention

Math Interventions: A SamplingMath Interventions: A Sampling

Focus of Inquiry: What are Focus of Inquiry: What are 
examples of math interventions 
for secondary-level students?for secondary-level students?
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Response to Intervention

Sample Strategy to Promote…Math 
VocabularyVocabulary

-Classwide Peer Tutoring: VocabularyClasswide Peer Tutoring: Vocabulary
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Response to Intervention

Building Vocabulary Knowledge through Classwide Tutoring
 62 68pp. 62-68

Classwide vocabulary tutoring with constant time delay 
is an economical group based intervention  Students is an economical group-based intervention. Students 
use flash-cards to tutor each other in vocabulary of the 
teacher's choosing.teacher s choosing.
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Response to Intervention

Vocabulary Terms: 4 Levels of ‘Knowing’Vocabulary Terms: 4 Levels of Knowing
There are 4 stages, or levels, in ‘knowing’ a vocabulary 
term:term:

1. The student does not recognize the term at all.
2 Th  t d t l  i  th  t2. The student vaguely recognizes the term.
3. The student can provide a formal definition of the term.
4 Th  t d t  i d d tl   th  t  fl ibl  d 4. The student can independently use the term flexibly and 

correctly in various applied oral and written contexts.
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Response to Intervention

Vocabulary Terms: Mastery Through RepetitionVocabulary Terms: Mastery Through Repetition

According to one estimate, a student typically needs at According to one estimate, a student typically needs at 
least 12--and perhaps as many as 17--exposures to a 
vocabulary term before he or she is able to fully assimilate 
and use it.
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Response to Intervention

Building Vocabulary Knowledge through Classwide Tutoring

Create Student Pairs. Prior to starting the tutoring 
program the teacher assigns students to tutoring pairs:program the teacher assigns students to tutoring pairs:

1. The teacher rank-orders students in descending order 
by perceived vocabulary knowledge or reading skills   by perceived vocabulary knowledge or reading skills.  

2. The teacher puts the names of students from the top 
half of the class/group into one container  the names half of the class/group into one container , the names 
of the students from the bottom half into another. 

3 The teacher creates each tutoring pair by drawing one 3. The teacher creates each tutoring pair by drawing one 
name each from the top-half and bottom-half 
containers, continuing the process until all names are 
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drawn. 
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Response to Intervention

Vocabulary 
Tutoring: 

Student-Pair Student Pair 
Assignments
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Response to Intervention

Building Vocabulary Knowledge through Classwide Tutoring
Prepare Materials. Prior to each tutoring session, the 
teacher prepares the following materials for each pair:
F ld  ith k t  t  h ld t t i  t i l• Folder with pockets to hold tutoring materials

• 5 vocabulary flash-cards, with terms written on one side 
d d fi iti  itt   th  th  F h b l  and definitions written on the other. Fresh vocabulary 

cards are prepared for each tutoring session. TIP: To save 
time  the teacher may display terms and definitions on an time, the teacher may display terms and definitions on an 
overhead and have students copy them on flash-cards.
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Response to Intervention

Vocabulary 
Tutoring: 

Session FormSession Form
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Response to Intervention
Josh Andrea

1  4  13 90

Vocabulary 
Tutoring: 

Tracking FormTracking Form
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Response to Intervention

Building Vocabulary Knowledge through Classwide Tutoring

Procedures. Whenever the teacher uses the classwide 
vocabulary tutoring program  these steps are followed:vocabulary tutoring program, these steps are followed:

1 I t d  th  D '  V b l  T  I  l   1. Introduce the Day's Vocabulary Terms. In large-group,  
the teacher displays on an overhead the terms and 
corresponding definitions for each of the 5 vocabulary corresponding definitions for each of the 5 vocabulary 
items to be the focus of the day's tutoring session. The 
teacher reads aloud each term and definition twice. 
The teacher then has the class chorally respond by 
reading each term and definition aloud twice. 
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Response to Intervention

Building Vocabulary Knowledge through Classwide Tutoring

Procedures. Whenever the teacher uses the classwide 
vocabulary tutoring program  these steps are followed:vocabulary tutoring program, these steps are followed:

2 B i  th  T t i  S i  Th  t h  di t  2. Begin the Tutoring Session. The teacher directs 
students to get their tutoring folders and join their 
tutoring partners  The teacher sets an audio or visual tutoring partners. The teacher sets an audio or visual 
timer for 4 minutes and directs the students to decide 
which roles (tutor, tutee) each will take at the outset ( , )
and to begin tutoring.
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Response to Intervention

Building Vocabulary Knowledge through Classwide Tutoring

Procedures. Whenever the teacher uses the classwide 
vocabulary tutoring program  these steps are followed:vocabulary tutoring program, these steps are followed:

3 C d t I t it  Ch k  Whil  t d t   d 3. Conduct Integrity Checks. While students are engaged 
in tutoring, the teacher circulates throughout the room 
using the Vocabulary Tutoring Student Checklist to using the Vocabulary Tutoring Student Checklist to 
conduct integrity checks of the tutoring and to 
intervene if needed with tutoring pairs.g p
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Response to Intervention

Vocabulary 
Tutoring: 
Student Student 

Checklist
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Response to Intervention

Building Vocabulary Knowledge through Classwide Tutoring

Tutoring Steps. The tutor follows these self-check steps 
during tutoring:during tutoring:

1 Q i kl  St t th  S i Wh  th  t h  t t  1. Quickly Start the Session. When the teacher starts 
the timer, I begin the tutoring session right away.
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Response to Intervention

Building Vocabulary Knowledge through Classwide Tutoring
2. Present Cards: 0-Second Time Delay. The first time 

that I review the stack of 5 vocabulary cards, I read 
each definition aloud and then immediately say the each definition aloud and then immediately say the 
vocabulary word on the back of the card that goes with 
the definition ('0-second time delay')the definition ( 0 second time delay ).

3. Present Cards: 5-Second Time Delay. For the rest of y
the session, when I present the stack of vocabulary 
cards, I read each definition aloud and then count 
silently to 5  ("1-banana...2 banana...") before giving 
the matching vocabulary word ('5-second time delay').
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Response to Intervention

Building Vocabulary Knowledge through Classwide Tutoring
4. Tutee Responds. Whenever I read a vocabulary 

definition from a card (0-second delay or 5-second 
delay)  I make sure that my student partner writes their delay), I make sure that my student partner writes their 
vocabulary-word answers in the correct space in the 
LEFT ('Tutee') column on the Vocabulary Tutoring: LEFT ( Tutee ) column on the Vocabulary Tutoring: 
Session Form.
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Response to Intervention

Building Vocabulary Knowledge through Classwide Tutoring

5. Give Performance Feedback. Whenever the student 
I  t t i  it  th  t  I  "Y  th  I am tutoring writes the correct answer, I say, "Yes, the 
word [word] means [definition]." 

Then I go to the next flash-card.
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Response to Intervention

Building Vocabulary Knowledge through Classwide Tutoring
5. (Cont.) Give Performance Feedback. Whenever the 

student I am tutoring either writes an incorrect answer or 
takes 5 seconds or longer to write an answer:takes 5 seconds or longer to write an answer:

• I say "No/sorry/nice try, the word [word] means [definition]." 
I d   li  th h th   i  th  LEFT ('T t ') l  • I draw a line through the space in the LEFT ('Tutee') column 
on the Vocabulary Tutoring: Session Form where my 
partner is supposed to write a vocabulary word  partner is supposed to write a vocabulary word. 

• I write the right vocabulary word in the correct space in the 
RIGHT ('Tutor') column on the Vocabulary Tutoring: RIGHT ( Tutor ) column on the Vocabulary Tutoring: 
Session Form.

• Then I go to the next flash-card.
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Response to Intervention

Building Vocabulary Knowledge through Classwide Tutoring
6. Shuffle Cards. Each time I finish reviewing the stack 

of vocabulary cards, I shuffle the cards before I show 
them again to my partnerthem again to my partner.

7 Work Until End of Session  I go on presenting 7. Work Until End of Session. I go on presenting 
vocabulary cards to my partner until I have gone 
through the stack 4 times or we run out of time.g
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Response to Intervention
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Response to Intervention
Josh Andrea

1  4  13 90

Vocabulary 
Tutoring: 

Tracking FormTracking Form
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Response to Intervention

S l  S i   P A i i i  Sample Strategies to Promote…Acquisition 
& Fluency with Math Facts

-Cover-Copy-Compare: Math
E li it Ti  D ill-Explicit Time Drill

-Self-Administered Folding-In Technique 
(SAFI)(SAFI)
-Reciprocal Peer Tutoring in Math 
C t tiComputation
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Response to Intervention

Cover-Copy-Compare: Math Facts

In this intervention to promote acquisition of 
th f t  th  t d t i  i   h t ith th  math facts, the student is given a sheet with the 

math facts with answers. The student looks at 
h th d l   th  d l  b i fl  d each math model, covers the model  briefly and 

copies it from memory, then compares the 
i d i  t  th  i i l t d l copied version to the original correct model 

(Skinner, McLaughlin & Logan, 1997).
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Response to Intervention

9 x 7 = 63 9 x 7 = 63

9 x 2 = 18
9 x 4 = 36

Cover-Copy-
Compare Math 

9 x 4  36

9 x 1 = 9
p

Fact Student 
Worksheet

9 x 9 = 81
9 x 6 = 54
9 x 3 = 27

9  5  459 x 5 = 45
9 x 10 = 90
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Response to Intervention

The Importance of Math-Fact FluencyThe Importance of Math Fact Fluency

• Math-fact mastery permits students to shift valuable • Math-fact mastery permits students to shift valuable 
cognitive capacity away from simple calculations toward 
higher-level problem-solving (Gersten, Jordan, & Flojo, g p g ( , , j ,
2005; National Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008). 

• An important goal for schools is to ensure that students 
are proficient in math-facts by the end of grade 5 
(Kroesbergen & Van Luit, 2003) to better prepare them 
for the demanding middle-school math curriculum.
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Response to Intervention

Explicit Time Drill
The teacher hands out a math-fact worksheet. Students 
are told that they will have 3 minutes to work on problems are told that they will have 3 minutes to work on problems 
on the sheet. The teacher starts the stop watch and tells 
the students to start work  At the end of the first minute  the students to start work. At the end of the first minute, 
the teacher ‘calls time’, stops the stopwatch, and tells the 
students to underline the last number written and to put students to underline the last number written and to put 
their pencils in the air. Then students are told to resume 
work and the teacher restarts the stopwatch  This process work and the teacher restarts the stopwatch. This process 
is repeated at the end of minutes 2 and 3. At the 
conclusion of the 3 minutes  the teacher collects the 
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conclusion of the 3 minutes, the teacher collects the 
student worksheets (Rhymer et al., 2002).
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Response to Intervention

Building Math-Fact Proficiency: Self-Administered Folding 
T h i  (SAFI)Technique (SAFI)

The math-fact self-administered folding-in intervention The math-fact self-administered folding-in intervention 
(math-fact SAFI) trains students to take charge of their 
own intervention to acquire and develop fluency in q p y
math-facts. Using flash cards, the student reviews 
math-facts with immediate performance feedback, 
engages in repeated practice to correct errors, and 
records on a running log those math-facts that have 
been mastered  An additional advantage of this been mastered. An additional advantage of this 
intervention is that it has been shown to be effective 
with middle-school students.
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Response to Intervention

Math-Fact Proficiency: Self-Administered Folding Technique 
Prepare Materials. Prior to each tutoring session, the 
teacher prepares the following materials for the student:
M th f t fl h d Th  ti  ll ti  f th f t  t  • Math-fact flash cards. The entire collection of math-facts to 
be mastered are written onto flash-cards. One fact is 
written on each card  with the math fact appearing on the written on each card, with the math-fact appearing on the 
front and the correct answer appearing on the back. For 
example, multiplication math-facts for 0 through 10 would p , p g
require 121 flash cards to cover all possible number 
combinations for this fact-set. 

• Dry-Erase Board, Markers, and Eraser. The student uses 
the dry-erase board to record all answers in the session.
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Response to Intervention

Student Log: 
Mastered 

Math-FactsMath Facts
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Response to Intervention

Math Facts 
SAFI: Student 

ChecklistChecklist
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Response to Intervention

Math-Fact Proficiency: Self-Administered Folding Technique 
Prepare Materials. In preparation for this intervention, the 

teacher also meets with the student to:
i t  th  th f t  th  t d t l d  k  Th  • inventory those math-facts the student already knows. The 
teacher reviews all math-fact cards with the student. The 
teacher shows each card to the student for 3 seconds  If teacher shows each card to the student for 3 seconds. If 
the student responds correctly to the math-fact, the teacher 
sorts that card into the "known" stack. If the student 
answers incorrectly or hesitates for 3 seconds or longer, 
the teacher sorts the card into the "unknown" stack. The 
teacher then puts rubber bands around the "known" and 
"unknown" stacks for student use in the intervention.
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Response to Intervention

Math-Fact Proficiency: Self-Administered Folding Technique 

Intervention Steps. The student follows these self-check 
steps during this SAFI intervention:steps during this SAFI intervention:

1. Start with the daily stack of cards from the last 
session  Or create a new "daily stack" by taking 7 session. Or create a new daily stack  by taking 7 
cards from your weekly "known" stack and 3 cards 
from your weekly "unknown" stack and shuffling them.y y g

2. Take the first card from the top of the daily stack and 
place it flat on the table.p

3. Read the math-fact on the card and write the answer 
on the dry-erase board within 3 seconds.
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Response to Intervention

Math-Fact Proficiency: Self-Administered Folding Technique 

Intervention Steps. The student follows these self-check 
steps during this SAFI intervention:steps during this SAFI intervention:

4. Turn the card over and compare the answer that you 
wrote to the answer on the cardwrote to the answer on the card.

5. If your answer is correct, sort that card into a "daily 
known" pile  If your answer is incorrect  sort that card known  pile. If your answer is incorrect, sort that card 
into a "daily unknown" pile--then practice by writing the 
math-fact and correct answer on your dry-erase board y y
three times in a row.
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Response to Intervention

Math-Fact Proficiency: Self-Administered Folding Technique 

Intervention Steps. The student follows these self-check 
steps during this SAFI intervention:steps during this SAFI intervention:

6. Continue until you have answered all 10 daily cards. 
Then look at the daily "known" and "unknown" card Then look at the daily known  and unknown  card 
stacks. If all daily cards are in the "known" stack, draw 
a star in the bottom left corner of your dry-erase board.y y

7. Shuffle the 10 cards in the daily card deck.
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Response to Intervention

Math-Fact Proficiency: Self-Administered Folding Technique 

Intervention Steps. The student follows these self-check 
steps during this SAFI intervention:steps during this SAFI intervention:

8. Continue reviewing all 10 cards in the daily deck as 
explained until you have drawn three stars in the explained until you have drawn three stars in the 
bottom left corner of the dry-erase board. (That is, 
continue until you have answered all 10 cards without y
error in a single run-through and have accomplished 
this feat a total of three times in the session.)

9. When you have earned 3 stars, consider the entire 
daily stack to be "known" cards. So it's now time to 

d  h  d il  d k
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update the daily deck.
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Response to Intervention

Math-Fact Proficiency: Self-Administered Folding Technique 

Intervention Steps. The student follows these self-check 
steps during this SAFI intervention:steps during this SAFI intervention:

10. Take any 3 cards from your current daily 10-card deck 
and transfer them to the weekly "known" deck  Then  and transfer them to the weekly known  deck. Then, 
on the Student Log: Mastered Math-facts form, record 
the math-facts and current date for the 3 cards that 
you transfer. Congratulations! These now count as 
mastered math-facts!

11. Next, take 3 cards from the weekly "unknown" stack 
and add them to your current daily deck to bring it 
b k   10 d
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back up to 10 cards.
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Response to Intervention

Math-Fact Proficiency: Self-Administered Folding Technique 

Intervention Steps. The student follows these self-check 
steps during this SAFI intervention:steps during this SAFI intervention:

12. Begin reviewing the daily stack again in the same 
manner as before until your time runs outmanner as before until your time runs out.

13. Before ending the session, place rubber-bands around 
the weekly "known" and "unknown" decks and the the weekly known  and unknown  decks and the 
daily stack that you are currently working on. Also, be 
sure that your Student Log: Mastered Math-facts form y g
is up-to-date.
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Response to Intervention
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Response to Intervention

Peer Tutoring in Math 
Computation with Constant Computation with Constant 

Time Delay
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Response to Intervention

Peer Tutoring in Math Computation with Constant 
Ti  D lTime Delay

• DESCRIPTION: This intervention employs students as reciprocal 
peer tutors to target acquisition of basic math facts (math 
computation) using constant time delay (Menesses &  Gresham, 
2009; Telecsan, Slaton, & Stevens, 1999).  Each tutoring 2009; Telecsan, Slaton, & Stevens, 1999).  Each tutoring 
‘session’ is brief and includes its own progress-monitoring 
component--making this a convenient and time-efficient math 
intervention for busy classrooms  intervention for busy classrooms. 
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Response to Intervention

Peer Tutoring in Math Computation with Constant 
Ti  D lTime Delay

MATERIALS:
Student Packet: A work folder is created for each tutor pair. The 

folder contains:

 10 math fact cards with equations written on the front and correct 
answer appearing on the back. NOTE: The set of cards is 
replenished and updated regularly as tutoring pairs master their 
math facts.

 Progress monitoring form for each student Progress-monitoring form for each student.
 Pencils.
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Response to Intervention
Peer Tutoring in Math Computation with Constant Time Delay

PREPARATION: To prepare for the tutoring program, the teacher 
selects students to participate and trains them to serve as tutors.

Select Student Participants. Students being considered for the 
reciprocal peer tutor program should at minimum meet these 

i i  (T l  Sl  & S  1999  M   &  criteria (Telecsan, Slaton, & Stevens, 1999, Menesses  &  
Gresham, 2009):

Is able and willing to follow directions; 
Shows generally appropriate classroom behavior;
Can attend to a lesson or learning activity for at least 20 

minutes.
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Response to Intervention
Peer Tutoring in Math Computation with Constant Time Delay
S l t St d t P ti i t  (C t ) St d t  b i  id d f  th  Select Student Participants (Cont.). Students being considered for the 

reciprocal peer tutor program should at minimum meet these criteria 
(Telecsan, Slaton, & Stevens, 1999, Menesses  &  Gresham, 2009):( )

 Is able to name all numbers from 0 to 18 (if tutoring in addition or 
subtraction math facts) and name all numbers from 0 to 81 (if tutoring in 
multiplication or division math facts)   multiplication or division math facts).  

• Can correctly read aloud a sampling of 10 math-facts (equation plus 
answer) that will be used in the tutoring sessions. (NOTE: The student ) g (
does not need to have memorized or otherwise mastered these math 
facts to participate—just be able to read them aloud from cards without 
errors)errors).

• [To document a deficit in math computation] When given a two-minute 
math computation probe to complete independently, computes fewer
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than 20 correct digits (Grades 1-3) or fewer than 40 correct digits 
(Grades 4 and up) (Deno & Mirkin, 1977).



Response to Intervention

Peer Tutoring in Math 
C t ti  T h  Computation: Teacher 

Nomination Form
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Response to Intervention
Peer Tutoring in Math Computation with Constant Time Delay
Tutoring Activity. Each tutoring ‘session’ last for 3 minutes. The tutor: 

– Presents Cards. The tutor presents each card to the tutee for 3 
seconds  seconds. 

– Provides Tutor Feedback. [When the tutee responds correctly] The 
tutor acknowledges the correct answer and presents the next card.

[When the tutee does not respond within 3 seconds or responds 
incorrectly] The tutor states the correct answer and has the tutee incorrectly] The tutor states the correct answer and has the tutee 
repeat the correct answer. The tutor then presents the next card. 

– Provides Praise. The tutor praises the tutee immediately following 
correct answers.

– Shuffles Cards. When the tutor and tutee have reviewed all of the 
math-fact carts  the tutor shuffles them before again presenting 
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math fact carts, the tutor shuffles them before again presenting 
cards.



Response to Intervention
Peer Tutoring in Math Computation with Constant Time Delay
Progress-Monitoring Activity. The tutor concludes each 3-minute tutoring 

session by assessing the number of math facts mastered by the tutee. 
The tutor follows this sequence:The tutor follows this sequence:
– Presents Cards. The tutor presents each card to the tutee for 3 

seconds.
– Remains Silent. The tutor does not provide performance feedback 

or praise to the tutee, or otherwise talk during the assessment 
phasephase.

– Sorts Cards. Based on the tutee’s responses, the tutor sorts the 
math-fact cards into ‘correct’ and ‘incorrect’ piles.

– Counts Cards and Records Totals. The tutor counts the number of 
cards in the ‘correct’ and ‘incorrect’ piles and records the totals on 
the tutee’s progress-monitoring chart
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Response to Intervention
Peer Tutoring in Math Computation with Constant Time Delay

Tutoring Integrity Checks. As the student pairs complete the tutoring 
activities, the supervising adult monitors the integrity with which the 
intervention is carried out. At the conclusion of the tutoring session, the intervention is carried out. At the conclusion of the tutoring session, the 
adult gives feedback to the student pairs, praising successful 
implementation and providing corrective feedback to students as 
needed  NOTE:  Teachers can use the attached form Peer Tutoring in needed. NOTE:  Teachers can use the attached form Peer Tutoring in 
Math Computation with Constant Time Delay: Integrity Checklist to 
conduct integrity checks of the intervention and student progress-
monitoring components of the math peer tutoring.
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Response to Intervention

Peer Tutoring in 
Math 

Computation: 
Intervention Intervention 

Integrity Sheet:
(Part 1: (Part 1: 

Tutoring 
A ti it )Activity)
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Response to Intervention

Peer Tutoring in 
Math 

Computation: 
Intervention Intervention 

Integrity Sheet
(Part 2: (Part 2: 

Progress-
M it i )Monitoring)
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Response to Intervention

Peer Tutoring in 
Math Math 

Computation: 
Score SheetScore Sheet
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Response to Intervention

Math Computation Fluency: When Do You 
Gi  U  & S it h t   C l l t ?Give Up & Switch to a Calculator?

There is no easy answer to the question of when to y q
acknowledge that a student is not likely to master math 
facts and should have access to a calculator, even 

h   i ht t  i il  f t  i  th i  h d  when peers might compute similar facts in their head. 

Before switching a student to a calculator, however, the 
school should be able to show evidence that it has tried 
and documented several unsuccessful interventions to and documented several unsuccessful interventions to 
promote math-fact fluency.
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Response to Intervention

1. Classwide Vocabulary 

Group Activity: Math 

Tutoring
2. Cover-Copy-Compare: 

Math FactsG oup ct ty at
Interventions

Math Facts
3. Explicit Time Drill
4. Math-Facts: Self-At your tables:

• Consider the math-intervention 
id  h d h

4. Math Facts: Self
Administered Folding-In 
Technique

ideas shared here.
• Discuss how you might use one 

or more of these strategies in 

5. Peer Tutoring in Math 
Computation with 
Constant Time Delayor more of these strategies in 

your classroom or school.
Constant Time Delay

6. Customized Math Self-
Correction Checklists 
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Response to Intervention

Sample Strategy to Promote…Student Self-
M it iMonitoring
-Math Self-Correction Checklist
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Response to Intervention
Student Self-Monitoring: Customized Math Self-Correction 

ChecklistsChecklists
DESCRIPTION: The teacher analyzes a particular 
student's pattern of errors commonly made when 
solving a math algorithm (on either computation or word 
problems) and develops a brief error self correction problems) and develops a brief error self-correction 
checklist unique to that student. The student then uses 
this checklist to self-monitor—and when necessary this checklist to self monitor and when necessary 
correct—his or her performance on math worksheets 
before turning them in.

Sources: Dunlap, L. K., & Dunlap, G. (1989). A self-monitoring package for teaching subtraction with regrouping to students 
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with learning disabilities. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 229, 309-314.

Uberti, H. Z., Mastropieri, M. A., & Scruggs, T. E. (2004). Check it off: Individualizing a math algorithm for students with 
disabilities via self-monitoring checklists. Intervention in School and Clinic, 39(5), 269-275.



Response to Intervention

Sample Self Correction ChecklistSample Self-Correction Checklist
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Response to Intervention

S l  St t  t  P t U  f Sample Strategy to Promote…Use of 
Heuristic Approaches to Problem-Solving

-Interpreting Math Graphs: QARs
C iti / M t C iti  T i i-Cognitive/ Meta-Cognitive Training
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Response to Intervention

The Power of Heuristic StrategiesThe Power of Heuristic Strategies
Heuristic: "a method or strategy that exemplifies 
 i  h f  l i   bl “a generic approach for solving a problem.“

A meta-analysis of effective math instructional 
practices found that heuristics had a mean p
effect-size of 1.56 (strong outcome).
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Response to Intervention

Interpreting Math Graphics: A Reading 
Comprehension Intervention Comprehension Intervention 

pp. 56-58
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Response to InterventionHousing Bubble 
Graphic:

New York Times
23 September 2007

Housing Price 
Index = 171 in 
2005
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Response to Intervention
Classroom Challenges in Interpreting Math Graphics

Wh  i  h hi  d   When encountering math graphics, students may :

t th   t  b  il  ibl  h  i  f t th  • expect the answer to be easily accessible when in fact the 
graphic may expect the reader to interpret and draw 
conclusionsconclusions

• be inattentive to details of the graphic
• treat irrelevant data as ‘relevant’
• not pay close attention to questions before turning to 

graphics to find the answer
• fail to use their prior knowledge both to extend the 

information on the graphic and to act as a possible ‘check’ 
on the information that it presents
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on the information that it presents.
Source: Mesmer, H.A.E., & Hutchins, E.J. (2002). Using QARs with charts and graphs. The Reading Teacher, 56, 21–27.



Response to Intervention

Using Question-Answer Relationships (QARs) to Interpret 
Information from Math GraphicsInformation from Math Graphics

Students can be more savvy interpreters of graphics in 
applied math problems by applying the Question-Answer applied math problems by applying the Question Answer 
Relationship (QAR) strategy. Four Kinds of QAR Questions:

• RIGHT THERE questions are fact-based and can be found in a single sentence, often 
accompanied by 'clue' words that also appear in the question. 

• THINK AND SEARCH questions can be answered by information in the text but 
require the scanning of text and making connections between different pieces of require the scanning of text and making connections between different pieces of 
factual information. 

• AUTHOR AND YOU questions require that students take information or opinions that 
appear in the text and combine them with the reader's own experiences or opinions to appear in the text and combine them with the reader s own experiences or opinions to 
formulate an answer. 

• ON MY OWN questions are based on the students' own experiences and do not 
require knowledge of the text to answer.
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Response to Intervention

Using Question-Answer Relationships (QARs) to Interpret 
I f ti  f  M th G hi  4 St  T hi  SInformation from Math Graphics: 4-Step Teaching Sequence

1. DISTINGUISHING DIFFERENT KINDS OF GRAPHICS. Students 
are taught to differentiate between common types of graphics: e g  are taught to differentiate between common types of graphics: e.g., 
table (grid with information contained in cells), chart (boxes with 
possible connecting lines or arrows), picture (figure with labels), line 
graph  bar graph  graph, bar graph. 

Students note significant differences between the various graphics, 
while the teacher records those observations on a wall chart  Next while the teacher records those observations on a wall chart. Next 
students are given examples of graphics and asked to identify which 
general kind of graphic each is. 

Finally, students are assigned to go on a ‘graphics hunt’, locating 
graphics in magazines and newspapers, labeling them, and bringing 
to class to review  
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to class to review. 

Source: Mesmer, H.A.E., & Hutchins, E.J. (2002). Using QARs with charts and graphs. The Reading Teacher, 56, 21–27.



Response to Intervention

Using Question-Answer Relationships (QARs) to Interpret 
I f ti  f  M th G hi  4 St  T hi  SInformation from Math Graphics: 4-Step Teaching Sequence

2. INTERPRETING INFORMATION IN GRAPHICS. Students are 
paired off  with stronger students matched with less strong ones  The paired off, with stronger students matched with less strong ones. The 
teacher spends at least one session presenting students with 
examples from each of the graphics categories. 

The presentation sequence is ordered so that students begin with 
examples of the most concrete graphics and move toward the more 
abstract: Pictures > tables > bar graphs > charts > line graphs  abstract: Pictures > tables > bar graphs > charts > line graphs. 

At each session, student pairs examine graphics and discuss 
questions such as: “What information does this graphic present? questions such as: What information does this graphic present? 
What are strengths of this graphic for presenting data? What are 
possible weaknesses?” 
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Response to Intervention

Using Question-Answer Relationships (QARs) to Interpret 
I f ti  f  M th G hi  4 St  T hi  SInformation from Math Graphics: 4-Step Teaching Sequence

3. LINKING THE USE OF QARS TO GRAPHICS. Students are given a 
series of data questions and correct answers  with each question series of data questions and correct answers, with each question 
accompanied by a graphic that contains information needed to 
formulate the answer. 

Students are also each given index cards with titles and descriptions 
of each of the 4 QAR questions: RIGHT THERE, THINK AND 
SEARCH  AUTHOR AND YOU  ON MY OWN  SEARCH, AUTHOR AND YOU, ON MY OWN. 

Working in small groups and then individually, students read the 
questions  study the matching graphics  and ‘verify’ the answers as questions, study the matching graphics, and verify  the answers as 
correct. They then identify the type question being asked using their 
QAR index cards. 
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Response to Intervention

Using Question-Answer Relationships (QARs) to Interpret 
I f ti  f  M th G hi  4 St  T hi  SInformation from Math Graphics: 4-Step Teaching Sequence

4. USING QARS WITH GRAPHICS INDEPENDENTLY. When students 
are ready to use the QAR strategy independently to read graphics  are ready to use the QAR strategy independently to read graphics, 
they are given a laminated card as a reference with 6 steps to follow: 

A. Read the question, 
B. Review the graphic, 
C. Reread the question, 
D Choose a QAR  D. Choose a QAR, 
E. Answer the question, and 
F. Locate the answer derived from the graphic in the answer choices offered.

S d   l  d NOT  d h   h i  Students are strongly encouraged NOT to read the answer choices 
offered until they have first derived their own answer, so that those 
choices don’t short-circuit their inquiry.
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Response to Intervention

Developing Student Developing Student 
Metacognitive Abilities pp. 59-61
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Response to Intervention

Importance of Metacognitive Strategy Use…Importance of Metacognitive Strategy Use…
“Metacognitive processes focus on self-
awareness of cognitive knowledge that is awareness of cognitive knowledge that is 
presumed to be necessary for effective 
problem solving  and they direct and regulate problem solving, and they direct and regulate 
cognitive processes and strategies during 
problem solving ” p  231problem solving.  p. 231
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Response to Intervention

Elements of Metacognitive Processes

“Self-instruction helps students to identify and 
direct the problem-solving strategies prior to direct the problem solving strategies prior to 
execution. Self-questioning promotes internal 
dialogue for systematically analyzing problem g y y y g p
information and regulating execution of cognitive 
strategies. Self-monitoring promotes appropriate 

 f ifi  t t i  d  t d t  use of specific strategies and encourages students 
to monitor general performance. [Emphasis added].” 
p  231p. 231
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Response to Intervention

Combining Cognitive & Metacognitive Strategies to Assist 
Students With Mathematical Problem SolvingStudents With Mathematical Problem Solving

Solving an advanced math problem independently g p p y
requires the coordination of a number of complex skills. 
The following strategies combine both cognitive and 

t iti  l t  (M t  1992  M t  & metacognitive elements (Montague, 1992; Montague & 
Dietz, 2009). First, the student is taught a 7-step 
process for attacking a math word problem (cognitive process for attacking a math word problem (cognitive 
strategy). Second, the instructor trains the student to 
use a three-part self-coaching routine for each of the p g
seven problem-solving steps (metacognitive strategy).
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Response to Intervention
Cognitive Portion of Combined Problem Solving Approach

In the cognitive part of this multi-strategy intervention  the student learns an explicit In the cognitive part of this multi strategy intervention, the student learns an explicit 
series of steps to analyze and solve a math problem. Those steps include:

1. Reading the problem. The student reads the problem carefully, noting and 
attempting to clear up any areas of uncertainly or confusion (e.g., unknown 

b l  )vocabulary terms).
2. Paraphrasing the problem. The student restates the problem in his or her own 

words.
3 ‘D i ’ th  bl Th  t d t t   d i  f th  bl  ti  3. ‘Drawing’ the problem. The student creates a drawing of the problem, creating 

a visual representation of the word problem.
4. Creating a plan to solve the problem. The student decides on the best way to 

solve the problem and develops a plan to do sosolve the problem and develops a plan to do so.
5. Predicting/Estimating the answer. The student estimates or predicts what the 

answer to the problem will be.  The student may compute a quick 
approximation of the answer, using rounding or other shortcuts.

6. Computing the answer. The student follows the plan developed earlier to 
compute the answer to the problem.

7. Checking the answer. The student methodically checks the calculations for 
h t  f th  bl  Th  t d t l   th  t l  t  th  
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each step of the problem. The student also compares the actual answer to the 
estimated answer calculated in a previous step to ensure that there is general 
agreement between the two values.



Response to Intervention

Metacognitive Portion of Combined Problem Solving Approach

The metacognitive component of the intervention is a three-
part routine that follows a sequence of ‘Say’, ‘Ask, ‘Check’. For 
each of the 7 problem-solving steps reviewed above:

• The student first self-instructs by stating, or ‘saying’, the 
purpose of the step (‘Say’).

• The student next self-questions by ‘asking’ what he or she 
intends to do to complete the step (‘Ask’).
Th  t d t l d  th  t  b  lf it i   • The student concludes the step by self-monitoring, or 
‘checking’, the successful completion of the step (‘Check’).
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Response to Intervention

Combined Cognitive & Metacognitive Elements of 
St tStrategy
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Response to Intervention

Combined Cognitive & Metacognitive Elements of 
St tStrategy
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Response to Intervention

Combined Cognitive & Metacognitive Elements of 
St tStrategy
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Response to Intervention

Combined Cognitive & Metacognitive Elements of 
St tStrategy
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Response to Intervention

Combined Cognitive & Metacognitive Elements of 
St tStrategy
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Response to Intervention

Combined Cognitive & Metacognitive Elements of 
St tStrategy
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Response to Intervention

Combined Cognitive & Metacognitive Elements of 
St tStrategy
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Response to Intervention

Web Sites With Interventions: Scientifically y
Based Research
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Response to Intervention

Intervention Central
http://www.interventioncentral.org

Intervention Central has a range 
of free academic and behavioral 
intervention ideas that span the intervention ideas that span the 
grade levels. 

New additions to the site include 
online applications to create 
customized academic and 
behavioral intervention plans.

The site also allows users to 
create free accounts and to save 
d t  t d ith IC t l
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Response to Intervention

Evidence-Based 
Intervention Network
http://ebi.missouri.edu/

Th  EBI N t k i    f  The EBI Network is a source for 
intervention scripts for academic 
and behavioral problems, along 
with videos modeling intervention with videos modeling intervention 
practices. 

Sponsored by the School Sponsored by the School 
Psychology Program at the 
University of Missouri, the site 
contains other intervention 
resources as well, including 
documents to help schools to 
better define the presenting 

www.interventioncentral.org

student problem(s) and match 
them to appropriate interventions.



Response to Intervention

Cognitive Strategy 
Instruction
http://cehs.unl.edu/csi/

Th  C iti  St t  I t ti  The Cognitive Strategy Instruction 
site was developed by the Special 
Education Department at the 
University of Nebraska Lincoln  University of Nebraska-Lincoln. 

The site specializes in cognitive 
strategies that students can learn strategies that students can learn 
to be more successful and 
independent in completing 
academic tasks.
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Response to Intervention

Group Activity: Math 1. Math Self-Correction 
C

G oup ct ty at
Interventions Checklists

2. Math Graphics: 
Question-Answer At your tables:

• Consider the math-intervention 
id  h d h

Question-Answer 
Relationships

3. Metacognitive ‘Self-
ideas shared here.

• Discuss how you might use one 
or more of these strategies in 

g
Coaching’ Strategy

or more of these strategies in 
your classroom or school.
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Response to Intervention

Fractions & the Struggling StudentFractions & the Struggling Student

Focus of Inquiry: What does Focus of Inquiry: What does 
research say about the difficulties 
that students have in mastering that students have in mastering 
fractions?
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Response to Intervention

2008 National Math Advisory Panel Report: Recommendations

“Proficiency with whole numbers, fractions, and certain 
aspects of geometry and measurement are the aspects of geometry and measurement are the 
foundations for algebra.  Of these, knowledge of 
fractions is the most important foundational skill not act o s s t e ost po ta t ou dat o a s ot
developed among American students.”
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Source: National Math Panel Fact Sheet. (March 2008). Retrieved on March 14, 2008, from 
http://www.ed.gov/about/bdscomm/list/mathpanel/report/final-factsheet.html



Response to Intervention

Some Qualities of Whole Numbers
1. Are ‘counting tokens’ (that is, can be assigned in 1:1 

fashion to represent number of items in a set).
2. Are positive.
3. Have unique successors (e.g., 5 is always followed by 6).
4. Have a finite number of digits within an interval (e.g., 

between the whole-number line interval of 5-8, there are 4 
number entities).

5. Always grow larger or remain unchanged during addition 
and multiplication operations.

6. Always decrease or remain the same during subtraction and 
di i i  ti

www.interventioncentral.org

division operations.
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Source: Siegler, R. S., Thompson, C. A., & Schneider, M. (2011). An integrated theory of whole number and fractions 
development. Cognitive Psychology, 62, 273-296.



Response to Intervention
Some Qualities of Fractions

1 Can be negative or positive1. Can be negative or positive.
2. Have their magnitude determined by both numerator 

and denominator—rather than by either aloneand denominator rather than by either alone.
3. Are infinitely divisible (so that between any 2 fractions 

lie an infinite number of intermediate fractions).lie an infinite number of intermediate fractions).
4. Become larger as the numerator grows but become 

smaller as the denominator grows.g
5. Multiplying proper fractions always results in a product 

smaller than either of the original terms.g
6. Dividing proper fractions always results in a quotient 

larger than either of the original terms.
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Sources: Siegler, R. S., Fazio, L. K., Bailey, D. H., & Zhou, X. (2013). Fractions: The new frontier for theories of numerical development. 
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 17(1), 13-19.

Siegler, R. S., & Pyke, A. A. (2013). Developmental and individual differences in understanding of fractions. Developmental Psychology, 
49, 1994-2004.



Response to Intervention

Whole-Number Bias: An Impediment to an 
U d t di  f F tiUnderstanding of Fractions

“One challenge in acquiring conceptual g q g p
knowledge [of fractions] is that children’s 
massive prior experience with integers leads to a p p g
whole number bias, in which properties of 
positive integers are assumed to extend to p g
fractions. For example, even high school 
students often claim that there are no numbers 
between fractions such as 5/7 and 6/7 (as there 
are no integers between 5 and 6)...”

www.interventioncentral.org

g )
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Source: Siegler, R. S., & Pyke, A. A. (2013). Developmental and individual differences in understanding of fractions. 
Developmental Psychology, 49, 1994-2004.



Response to Intervention
Symbolic Fraction Arithmetic Problems: 2 Common Types of 

Student ErrorsStudent Errors
• Independent whole-number errors: The student performs the 

arithmetic operation independently on numerator and arithmetic operation independently on numerator and 
denominator: e.g., 1/2 + 2/3=3/5     This mistake shows a lack of 
understanding that, when 2 positive numbers are added, the 
sum must be larger than either addend.

• Wrong-fraction-operation errors: The student applies an 
incorrect solution (such as when multiplying fractions) that is 
actually correct for another fraction arithmetic operation (such 
as adding fractions): e g  1/6 x 2/6 = 3/6    This error indicates a as adding fractions): e.g., 1/6 x 2/6 = 3/6    This error indicates a 
lack of understanding that, when the multiplier is less than 1, 
the product must always be smaller than the number being 

www.interventioncentral.org

the product must always be smaller than the number being 
multiplied.
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Source: Siegler, R. S., Fazio, L. K., Bailey, D. H., & Zhou, X. (2013). Fractions: The new frontier for theories of numerical development. 
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 17(1), 13-19.



Response to Intervention

Student Fraction Errors Stem from Multiple 
SSources

“[Findings such as these] suggest that many [ g ] gg y
children’s fraction arithmetic knowledge includes a 
mix of correct procedures, components of procedures p , p p
detached from the relevant arithmetic operation, and 
whole number arithmetic procedures. These p
children’s strategy choices seem to be constrained 
little -- if at all -- by conceptual knowledge, which y p g
leads to the observed mixture of correct strategies 
and errors, even on highly similar problems.”

www.interventioncentral.org

g y p
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Source: Siegler, R. S., Fazio, L. K., Bailey, D. H., & Zhou, X. (2013). Fractions: The new frontier for theories of numerical development. 
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 17(1), 13-19.



Response to Intervention

Real Numbers: All Have a Place on the 
N b  LiNumber Line

“One property that all real numbers share is One property that all real numbers share is 
magnitudes that can be ordered on number 
lines ”lines.
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Source: Siegler, R. S., Fazio, L. K., Bailey, D. H., & Zhou, X. (2013). Fractions: The new frontier for theories of numerical development. 
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 17(1), 13-19.



Response to Intervention
Teaching Fractions by Starting With What Kids 
Know: Whole Numbers & the Concept of ‘Half’Know: Whole Numbers & the Concept of ‘Half’

A promising approach (Moss & Case, 1999) introduces 
students to fractions instruction by:students to fractions instruction by:

• using a hands-on linear-measurement approach with ‘halving’ 
as a shortcut method for computing & estimating amountsas a shortcut method for computing & estimating amounts.

• leveraging existing student knowledge of whole 
numbers to transition to 2-decimal numbers (e g  20 parts of numbers to transition to 2 decimal numbers (e.g., 20 parts of 
100 > 20 percent > 0.20).

• illustrating the open-ended divisibility of fractions by next illustrating the open ended divisibility of fractions by next 
introducing 3- and 1- decimal numbers.

• introducing fractional notation as an alternate way to depict 
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g y p
ratio, percentage, and decimal values.
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Source: Moss, J., & Case, R. (1999). Developing children's understanding of the rational numbers: A new model and an experimental 
curriculum. Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, 30(2), 122-147.



Response to Intervention

Percentages: A Way to Leverage Whole-Number 
C t  t  L  Ab t R ti l N bConcepts to Learn About Rational Numbers

Students can leverage their knowledge of whole numbers to their 
advantage and discover qualities of rational numbers by starting advantage and discover qualities of rational numbers by starting 
fractions instruction with an exploration of percentages. (By grade 2, 
students have typically acquired familiarity with the 0-100 number line.)

1 = sum of 
100 parts-

30 parts of 
100 = 30 100 parts

mapping 
rational 

100  30 
percent of 
whole or 

numbers to 
the 0-100 

n mber line

0.30 or 
30/100 
( d i  t  
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number line (reducing to 
3/10)



Response to Intervention

www.interventioncentral.org

Source: Moss, J. (1997). Developing children's rational number sense: A new approach and an experimental program. (Unpublished 
doctoral dissertation). University of Toronto, Canada. Retrieved from 
https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstream/1807/13522/1/MQ51566.pdf



Response to Intervention

Dragon Game: Rules
The Dragon Game can be played by up to 3 players.

• Players take turns drawing a number card, tossing the +/- cube, and 
moving their game piece  The purpose of the game is to be the first to moving their game piece. The purpose of the game is to be the first to 
advance one's game piece from the start line to the finish line.
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Source: Moss, J. (1997). Developing children's rational number sense: A new approach and an experimental program. (Unpublished 
doctoral dissertation). University of Toronto, Canada. Retrieved from 
https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstream/1807/13522/1/MQ51566.pdf



Response to Intervention

Dragon Game: MaterialsDragon Game: Materials
• Dragon Game Board
• Dragon Game: Student • Dragon Game: Student 

Score Sheet 
• Number Cards 
• Wild Cards
• +/- cube (cube with equal 

b  f l  d i  number of plus and minus 
signs appearing on sides)

• Game pieces (small pieces Game pieces (small pieces 
of paper cut into pointer 
triangles)
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Source: Moss, J. (1997). Developing children's rational number sense: A new approach and an experimental program. (Unpublished 
doctoral dissertation). University of Toronto, Canada. Retrieved from 
https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstream/1807/13522/1/MQ51566.pdf



Response to Intervention

Dragon Game: Table SetupDragon Game: Table Setup
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Source: Moss, J. (1997). Developing children's rational number sense: A new approach and an experimental program. (Unpublished 
doctoral dissertation). University of Toronto, Canada. Retrieved from 
https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstream/1807/13522/1/MQ51566.pdf



Response to Intervention

Dragon Game: Rules
• Directions:

For each move, a player:
1 d   2 di it b  d d d   dditi l ild d if th  1. draws a 2-digit number card.-- and draws an additional wild card if the 

number card directs the player to do so. 
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Source: Moss, J. (1997). Developing children's rational number sense: A new approach and an experimental program. (Unpublished 
doctoral dissertation). University of Toronto, Canada. Retrieved from 
https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstream/1807/13522/1/MQ51566.pdf



Response to Intervention

Dragon Game: Rules
• Directions:

For each move, a player:
2 t  th  +/ b  t  d t i  th  i  f th  b2. tosses the +/- cube to determine the sign of the number.

-
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Source: Moss, J. (1997). Developing children's rational number sense: A new approach and an experimental program. (Unpublished 
doctoral dissertation). University of Toronto, Canada. Retrieved from 
https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstream/1807/13522/1/MQ51566.pdf



Response to Intervention

Dragon Game: Rules
• Directions:

For each move, a player:
3 t   ' b  l ti ' b  t ki  th  d  b  d ddi   3. generates a 'number solution' by taking the drawn number and adding a 

zero and a decimal in places of his or her choosing. NOTE: Within the 
2-digit number drawn, the decimal can be placed in front of the first 
digit, between first and second digit, or immediately after the second 
digit. The zero must go immediately before or after the 2-digit number.

4 4 5 1 604 4 5 1 60
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Source: Moss, J. (1997). Developing children's rational number sense: A new approach and an experimental program. (Unpublished 
doctoral dissertation). University of Toronto, Canada. Retrieved from 
https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstream/1807/13522/1/MQ51566.pdf



Response to Intervention

Dragon Game: Rules
• Directions:

For each move, a player:
4  th  l '   i   th  D  G  b d th  t 4. moves the player's game piece on the Dragon Game board the correct 

number of spaces to match the number just generated.  The game 
piece is moved forward toward the finish line for a positive number and 
moved back toward the starting line for a negative number.

4 4 1 60
Source: Moss, J. (1997). 
Developing children's rational 

4 4 5 1 60

number sense: A new approach 
and an experimental program. 
(Unpublished doctoral 
dissertation). University of 
Toronto  Canada  Retrieved 
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Toronto, Canada. Retrieved 
from 
https://tspace.library.utoronto.c
a/bitstream/1807/13522/1/MQ5
1566.pdf



Response to Intervention

Dragon Game: Rules
• Directions:

For each move, a player:
3 t   ' b  l ti ' b  t ki  th  d  b  d ddi   3. generates a 'number solution' by taking the drawn number and adding a 

zero and a decimal in places of his or her choosing. NOTE: Within the 
2-digit number drawn, the decimal can be placed in front of the first 
digit, between first and second digit, or immediately after the second 
digit. The zero must go immediately before or after the 2-digit number.

4 4 5 1 60

4 2 9
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Source: Moss, J. (1997). Developing children's rational number sense: A new approach and an experimental program. (Unpublished 
doctoral dissertation). University of Toronto, Canada. Retrieved from 
https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstream/1807/13522/1/MQ51566.pdf



Response to Intervention

Dragon Game: Rules
Directions (Cont.):

Here are two more rules governing play:
A l  d  t t  th  +/ b   th  fi t  I t d  th  • A player does not toss the +/- cube on the first move. Instead, the 
initial number drawn is assumed to be positive-- to get the player on 
the board.

• A player can cross the finish line to win the game only with a number 
solution that has the 2 digits from the number card appearing after 
the decimal in the tenths and hundredths places  the decimal in the tenths and hundredths places. 
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Source: Moss, J. (1997). Developing children's rational number sense: A new approach and an experimental program. (Unpublished 
doctoral dissertation). University of Toronto, Canada. Retrieved from 
https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstream/1807/13522/1/MQ51566.pdf



Response to Intervention

Dragon Game: Collaboration
The Dragon Game is perfect as an opportunity for player 
collaboration. Consider:

• having students play in pairs• having students play in pairs.
• playing the game as a large-group activity, with the board displayed 

on an overhead and up to 3 groups participating. In this scenario, 2 
students from a team can go to the overhead to play their turn and 
can request help from the team if desired.

• having an adult monitoring the game who can give hints or use • having an adult monitoring the game who can give hints or use 
open-ended questions to guide students toward appropriate 
strategies to construct the most strategic numbers and add and 
subtract decimal values.
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Source: Moss, J. (1997). Developing children's rational number sense: A new approach and an experimental program. (Unpublished 
doctoral dissertation). University of Toronto, Canada. Retrieved from 
https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstream/1807/13522/1/MQ51566.pdf



Response to Intervention
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Response to Intervention
Some Qualities of Fractions

1 Can be negative or positive1. Can be negative or positive.
2. Have their magnitude determined by both numerator 

and denominator—rather than by either aloneand denominator rather than by either alone.
3. Are infinitely divisible (so that, between any 2 fractions 

lie an infinite number of intermediate fractions).lie an infinite number of intermediate fractions).
4. Become larger as the numerator grows but become 

smaller as the denominator grows.g
5. Multiplying proper fractions always results in a product 

smaller than either of the original terms.g
6. Dividing proper fractions always results in a quotient 

larger than either of the original terms.
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Sources: Siegler, R. S., Fazio, L. K., Bailey, D. H., & Zhou, X. (2013). Fractions: The new frontier for theories of numerical development. 
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 17(1), 13-19.

Siegler, R. S., & Pyke, A. A. (2013). Developmental and individual differences in understanding of fractions. Developmental Psychology, 
49, 1994-2004.



Response to Intervention

TUTORIAL: How To…Select Appropriate 
A d ti  f  G l Ed ti  St d tAccommodations for General-Education Students

pp. 13-15

• Teachers can increase the chances for academic success by 
making available an appropriate array of class-wide curricular g pp p y
accommodations to any general-education student who 
needs them (Kern, Bambara, & Fogt, 2002). 

• THE CHALLENGE: However, while accommodations can 
h l  t li  l  t   f ll   i  d di  help struggling learners to more fully engage in demanding 
academics, they should not hold a general-education student 
who accesses them to a lesser performance standard than 
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who accesses them to a lesser performance standard than 
the rest of the class. 
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Response to Intervention

TUTORIAL: How To…Select Appropriate 
Accommodations for General-Education Students

• Identifying Appropriate Accommodations: Access vs. 
Target Skills. As an aid in determining whether a particular g g p
accommodation both supports individual student differences 
and sustains a demanding academic environment, teachers 
should distinguish between target and access skills (Tindal, 
Daesik, & Ketterlin, 2008). 
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Response to Intervention

TUTORIAL: How To…Select Appropriate 
Accommodations for General-Education Students

• Target skills are those academic skills that the teacher is 
actively trying to assess or to teach. y y g

• Target skills are therefore 'non-negotiable'; the teacher must 
ensure that these skills are not compromised in the 
instruction or assessment of any general-education student. 
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Response to Intervention

TUTORIAL: How To…Select Appropriate 
Accommodations for General-Education Students

• TARGET SKILLS EXAMPLE: An 8th-grade teacher sets as a g
target skill for his class the demonstration of computational 
fluency in basic multiplication facts. 

The teacher has his class complete a worksheet of 20 
computation problems under timed conditions  computation problems under timed conditions. 

This teacher would not allow a typical student who struggles This teacher would not allow a typical student who struggles 
with computation to do fewer than the assigned 20 problems, 
as this change would undermine the target skill of 
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computational fluency that is the purpose of the assignment.
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Response to Intervention

TUTORIAL: How To…Select Appropriate 
Accommodations for General-Education Students

• Access skills are those needed for the student to take part in p
a class assessment or instructional activity but are not 
themselves the target of current assessment or instruction. 

• Access skills, therefore, can be the focus of 
d ti   lt i  th     b i  t  accommodations, as altering them may remove a barrier to 

student participation but will not compromise the academic 
rigor of classroom activities  rigor of classroom activities. 
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Response to Intervention
TUTORIAL: How To…Select Appropriate 

Accommodations for General Education StudentsAccommodations for General-Education Students
• ACCESS SKILLS EXAMPLE. A teacher assigns her class 5 

word problems to translate into math equations, solve, and 
write a journal entry explaining each solution. 
Sh  id tifi   ti bl  t t kill  th  i  f • She identifies as non-negotiable target skills the conversion of 
word problems to numerical terms , calculation of the correct 
answer  and articulation of the reasoning behind the solutionanswer, and articulation of the reasoning behind the solution.

• She notes that one student has limited proficiency with writing 
skills  The teacher decides that writing is an access skill  The skills. The teacher decides that writing is an access skill. The 
teacher therefore allows the student to supplement her journal 
explanations with oral explanations of her problem-solving 
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p p p g
steps. 
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Response to Intervention

TUTORIAL: How To…Select Appropriate 
A d ti  f  G l Ed ti  St d tAccommodations for General-Education Students

• Matching Accommodations to Students: Look for the 
'Differential Boost'. A useful tool to investigate whether an 
individual actually benefits from a particular accommodation 
strategy is the 'differential boost' test (Tindal & Fuchs  1999)strategy is the differential boost  test (Tindal & Fuchs, 1999).

The teacher examines a student's performance with and The teacher examines a student s performance with and 
without the accommodation to answer these 2 questions: (1) 
Does the student perform significantly better with the 
accommodation than without?, and (2) Does the 
accommodation boost that particular student's performance 

b t ti ll  b d h t ld b  t d if it  i  
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substantially beyond what could be expected if it were given 
to all students in the class?
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Response to Intervention

TUTORIAL: How To…Select Appropriate 
A d ti  f  G l Ed ti  St d tAccommodations for General-Education Students

• DIFFERENTIAL-BOOST EXAMPLE: A teacher routinely 
allocates 10 minutes for her class to complete a weekly in-
class math mini-quiz and finds that all but one of her students 
are able to complete the assignment within that time  are able to complete the assignment within that time. 

• She therefore allows this one student 5 minutes of additional 
ti  f  th  i i  d di  th t hi  k i  ti bl  time for the min-quiz and discovers that his work is noticeably 
better with this accommodation. The evidence shows that the 
student gains a clear 'differential boost' from the student gains a clear differential boost  from the 
accommodation of extended time because (1) his completion 
rate improves substantially when given it, while (2) few if any 
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p y g , ( ) y
other students appear to need it. 
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Response to Intervention

TUTORIAL: How To…Select Appropriate 
A d ti  f  G l Ed ti  St d tAccommodations for General-Education Students

• Classroom Accommodations and State Tests: To Allow 
or Not to Allow? There are 3 good reasons to consider 
allowing a general-education student to access 
accommodations in the classroom that will be off limits during accommodations in the classroom that will be off-limits during 
state testing:

• Accommodations can uncover 'academic blockers'.
• Accommodations can promote content knowledgeAccommodations can promote content knowledge.
• Accommodations can build self-confidence.
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Response to Intervention

A Sampling of Accommodation Ideas A Sampling of Accommodation Ideas 
for Motivation 
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Response to Intervention

Instructional Adjustments/Accommodations: Motivationst uct o a djust e ts/ cco odat o s ot at o

• INCORPORATE STUDENT INTERESTS.  Structure or rework 
instruction or academic tasks to incorporate topics of student 
interests. If students are interested in NASCAR or fashion, for 

l  th  t h   k th  t i  i t  iti   th example, the teacher can work these topics into writing or math 
lessons.

11
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Source: Kern, L, & Clemens, N. (2007). Antecedent strategies to promote appropriate classroom behavior. Psychology in the 
Schools, 44(1), 65-75.
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Response to Intervention

Instructional Adjustments/Accommodations: Motivationst uct o a djust e ts/ cco odat o s ot at o

• OFFER CHOICE IN MODES OF TASK COMPLETION. Allow the 
student two or more choices for completing a given academic task. 
For example, a student may be given the option to use a computer 
k b d t  it    i t d f iti  it b  h d  t  keyboard to write an essay instead of writing it by hand -- or to 
respond orally to math-facts on flashcards rather than recording 
answers on a math worksheetanswers on a math worksheet.

22
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Source: Kern, L, & Clemens, N. (2007). Antecedent strategies to promote appropriate classroom behavior. Psychology in the 
Schools, 44(1), 65-75.
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Response to Intervention

Instructional Adjustments/Accommodations: Motivationst uct o a djust e ts/ cco odat o s ot at o

• OFFER CHOICE VIA ASSIGNMENT SUBSTITUTION. Present 
the student with two or more alternative activities to choose from 
that contain equivalent academic requirements.  For example, an 
i t t  h  t  t d t  t  i   ti  f th   instructor who wants students to review a section of the course 
math textbook might allow them the choices of reading the 
passage independently or discussing that passage in a structured passage independently or discussing that passage in a structured 
cooperative learning activity.

33
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Source: Kern, L, & Clemens, N. (2007). Antecedent strategies to promote appropriate classroom behavior. Psychology in the 
Schools, 44(1), 65-75.
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Response to Intervention

Instructional Adjustments/Accommodations: Motivationst uct o a djust e ts/ cco odat o s ot at o

• OFFER CHOICE: TASK SEQUENCE. When the student has 
several tasks to complete during independent work time, allow the 
student to select the order in which she or he will complete those 
t k  Wh  th  t d t b i  th  i d d t k  id  tasks. When the student begins the independent work, provide 
encouragement and prompting as needed to keep the student 
engagedengaged.

44
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Source: Kern, L., Bambara, L., & Fogt, J. (2002). Class-wide curricular modification to improve the behavior of students with 
emotional or behavioral disorders. Behavioral Disorders, 27, 317-326.
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Response to Intervention

Instructional Adjustments/Accommodations: Motivationst uct o a djust e ts/ cco odat o s ot at o

• PROVIDE ADULT ATTENTION. Provide the student with brief, 
regular, repeated doses of positive adult attention (‘scheduled 
attention’) at times when the student is behaving appropriately. 
E l  f iti  t h  tt ti   ti  b i f Examples of positive teacher attention are greetings, brief 
conversations, encouraging notes written on assignments, and 
non verbal signals (e g  thumbs up)non-verbal signals (e.g., thumbs-up).

55
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Source: Kern, L, & Clemens, N. (2007). Antecedent strategies to promote appropriate classroom behavior. Psychology in the 
Schools, 44(1), 65-75.
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Response to Intervention

Instructional Adjustments/Accommodations: Motivationst uct o a djust e ts/ cco odat o s ot at o

• REWARD ACCURACY AND EFFORT FOR BEGINNING 
LEARNERS. For the student just acquiring an academic skill who 
is not yet proficient, provide encouragement and/or incentives for 

ll ff t d  f  k l t d th  th  overall effort and accuracy of any work completed-- rather than 
focusing on speed or total number of problems finished.

66
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Source: Barkley, R. A. (2008). 80+ classroom accommodations for children or teens with ADHD. The ADHD Report, 16(4), 7-10. 66



Response to Intervention

AccommodationFinder
http://www.interventioncentral.org/
tools/accommodationfindertools/accommodationfinder

This application allows the user to 
browse a set of 60+ classroom browse a set of 60+ classroom 
accommodations to put together a 
unique plan for a struggling learner. 
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Response to Intervention

Measuring Student Math SkillsMeasuring Student Math Skills
Focus of Inquiry: How can q y
schools efficiently measure math 
skills to optimize core instruction p
and match struggling students to 
appropriate interventions?pp p
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Response to Intervention
Educational Decisions and Corresponding Types of 

AssessmentAssessment
• SCREENING/BENCHMARKING DECISIONS: Tier 1: Brief screenings 

to quickly indicate whether students in the general-education to quickly indicate whether students in the general education 
population are academically proficient or at risk.

• PROGRESS-MONITORING DECISIONS: At Tiers 1, 2, and 3, ongoing 
‘formative’ assessments to judge whether students on intervention are 
making adequate progress.

• INSTRUCTIONAL/DIAGNOSTIC DECISIONS: At any Tier  detailed • INSTRUCTIONAL/DIAGNOSTIC DECISIONS: At any Tier, detailed 
assessment to map out specific academic deficits , discover the root 
cause(s) of a student’s academic problem.

• OUTCOME DECISIONS: Summative assessment (e.g., state tests) to 
evaluate the effectiveness of a program.
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Source: Hosp, M. K., Hosp, J. L., & Howell, K. W. (2007). The ABCs of CBM: A practical guide to curriculum-based 
measurement. New York: Guilford Press.



Response to InterventionMethods of RTI Math Assessment
Basic Facts: Computation The student completes a timed worksheet of basic computation 
Fluency math facts. This measure has been studied with grades 6 & 7.

Math Concepts & 
Applications: 

The student completes mixed problems that sample (1)Algebra;(2) 
Geometry & Measurement; (3) Data Analysis, Number Operations Applications: 

www.easycbm.com
Geometry & Measurement; (3) Data Analysis, Number Operations 
& Algebra. Items correspond to the NCTM Math Focal Points.

AAIMS Algebra Progress-
Monitoring Meas res

Measures fall into these categories: (1) Algebra Basic Skills; (2) 
Algebra Fo ndations  (3) Algebra Content Anal sisMonitoring Measures Algebra Foundations; (3) Algebra Content Analysis.

Teacher-Guided 
Diagnostic Math 

The teacher collects data on student math performance via (1) 
CRA (Concrete-Representational-Abstract) Assessment; (2) Error 

Assessment Pattern Analysis; (3) Mathematics Interview

MAP ‘Classroom 
Challenges’ Formative 

These MS and HS math lessons are designed to give teachers 
real-time information about student understanding and mastery of Challenges  Formative 

Assessment Lessons
real time information about student understanding and mastery of 
2 kinds of lessons: Problem Solving and Concept Development

MAP Prototype These tests are models for what MS and HS math assessments 
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MAP Prototype
Summative Assessment 
Tests

These tests are models for what MS and HS math assessments 
may look like in the era of the ambitious Common Core State 
Standards. 



Response to Intervention

Computation Fluency: Benefits of Automaticity of 
‘A ith ti  C bi ti ’‘Arithmetic Combinations’ (Gersten, Jordan, & Flojo, 2005)

• There is a strong correlation between poor retrieval of g p
arithmetic combinations (‘math facts’) and global math 
delays
A t ti  ll f ith ti  bi ti  f   • Automatic recall of arithmetic combinations frees up 
student ‘cognitive capacity’ to allow for understanding of 
higher-level problem-solvinghigher level problem solving

• By internalizing numbers as mental constructs, students 
can manipulate those numbers in their head, allowing for 
the intuitive understanding of arithmetic properties, such 
as associative property and commutative property
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Source: Gersten, R., Jordan, N. C., & Flojo, J. R. (2005). Early identification and interventions for students with 
mathematics difficulties. Journal of Learning Disabilities, 38, 293-304.



Response to Intervention

Basic Facts: (Computation Fluency)Basic Facts: (Computation Fluency)
• This measure was studied with students from 6th & 7th

grade  ito
rin

g

grade. 
• The student is given a timed worksheet of 

computation problems that is a mix of basic math s-M
on

computation problems that is a mix of basic math 
facts (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division).

• While computation probes used at the elementary og
re

ss

While computation probes used at the elementary 
level are scored by correct digit, the scoring unit of 
Basic Facts is correct responses.ing

/P
ro

cre
en

i
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Source: Foegen, A. (2008). Progress monitoring in middle school mathematics: Options and issues. Remedial and Special 
Education, 29(4), 195-207.



Response to Intervention

Basic Facts: (Computation Fluency)
The Basic Facts progress-monitoring measure was 
found:ito

rin
g

found:
– To be sensitive to student growth in automatic retrieval 

of math factss-M
on

– To have moderately strong ‘predictive validity’ (that is, 
predicting grade-level math success).og

re
ss

Drawback: No ‘national’ norms are available. One ing
/P

ro

workaround would be to norm locally (e.g., in your 
classroom) and provide math facts interventions to 
the lowest 25%cre

en
i

www.interventioncentral.org

the lowest 25%.
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Source: Foegen, A. (2008). Progress monitoring in middle school mathematics: Options and issues. Remedial and Special 
Education, 29(4), 195-207.



Response to Intervention

EasyCBM.comen
t

[http://www.easycbm.com]: 

The student goes online to se
ss

me

complete a mixed-skills series 
of ‘concepts & applications’ in 
mathematics that were tic

 A
ss

developed using the Math Focal 
Points from the NCTM. The 
measures go up to grade 8ag

no
st

Probes are divided into 3 
categories::

na
l/D

ia

• Algebra Geometry &    
Measurement

• Data Analysisru
cti

on

www.interventioncentral.org

y
• Number Operations & Algebra
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Response to Intervention

EasyCBM.com
[http://www.easycbm.com]: 

ito
rin

g

This website provides two levels of 
support for the Concepts & 
Applications measures:

T h  V i  [f ]  A  s-M
on

• Teacher Version [free]: Any 
teacher can create a free account 
and use easycbm tools to monitor 
student progress on interventions  og

re
ss

student progress on interventions. 
NOTE: There are 16 items on the 
C&A Teacher Version probes.ing

/P
ro

• District Version [pay]: Allows 
schools to screen student 
populations 3 times per year. cre

en
i

www.interventioncentral.org

p p p y
NOTE: There are 45 items on the 
C&A District Version probes.

S



Response to Intervention
Using Research Math Norms to Estimate Risk: 

EasyCBM ExampleEasyCBM Example

• Low Risk: At or above the 20th percentile: Core instruction alone is 
ffi i t f  th  t d tsufficient for the student.

• Some Risk: 10th to 20th percentile: The student will benefit from 
supplemental intervention in the math area(s) assessed.pp ( )

• At Risk: Below 10th percentile : The student requires intensive 
intervention in the math area(s) assessed.

www.interventioncentral.org



Response to Intervention

Algebra Assessment & 
Instruction: Meeting 
Standards
http://www.education.iastate.ito

rin
g

edu/c_i/aaims/: 

The website provides brief s-M
on

progress-monitoring forms of 
algebra assessments that can 
be used to track the progress of 
an entire class at Tier 1 or og

re
ss

an entire class at Tier 1 or 
specific students on Tier 2/3 
algebra interventions. [This is a 
pay site ]ing

/P
ro

pay site.]

cre
en

i
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Response to Intervention

AAIMS: Algebra Measures
The AAIMS Algebra screening/progress-monitoring 
measures fall into 3 categories:ito

rin
g

– Algebra Basic Skills. Assesses “basic algebra skill 
indicators.’s-M

on

– Algebra Foundations.  Measures "working with variables 
and expressions; manipulating expressions involving 
integers  exponents  and order of operations; basic og

re
ss

integers, exponents, and order of operations; basic 
graphing; solving simple equations; and solving problems 
involving patterns and functions." p. 242.ing

/P
ro

– Algebra Content Analysis. Measures that sample the 
content and progression of a typical algebra course, with 
items from the beginning  middle  and end of the coursecre

en
i

www.interventioncentral.org

items from the beginning, middle, and end of the course.
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Source: Foegen, A., Olson, J. R., & Impecoven-Lind, L. (2008).Developing progress monitoring measures for secondary 
mathematics: An illustration in algebra. Assessment for Effective Intervention, 33(4), 240-249.



Response to Intervention

AAIMS: Algebra Measures
The researchers who created the AAIMS Algebra 
measures are now working on a successor project:ito

rin
g

Professional Development: Algebra Progress-Monitoring
http://www.education.iastate.edu/c_i/pdapm/.s-M

on

The goal of this ongoing project is to create online training og
re

ss

g g g p j g
in the use of the algebra monitoring tools and to create 
data tools to help teachers to analyze student data to ing

/P
ro

make instructional decisions.

cre
en

i
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Response to Intervention
Clearinghouse for RTI Screening and Progress-

Monitoring ToolsMonitoring Tools
• The National Center on RTI (www.rti4success.org) 

maintains pages rating the technical adeq ac  of RTI maintains pages rating the technical adequacy of RTI 
screening and progress-monitoring tools.

• Schools should strongly consider selecting screening • Schools should strongly consider selecting screening 
tools that have national norms or benchmarks to help 
them to assess the academic-risk level of their students.them to assess the academic risk level of their students.
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Response to Intervention

MAP: ‘Classroom Challenges’ Formative 
A t Len

t
Assessment Lessons

The Mathematics Assessment Project (MAP) is a se
ss

me

collaboration between the University of Nottingham (UK) and 
the University of California at Berkeley. MAP receives 
f di  f  th  Bill d M li d  G t  F d ti  tic

 A
ss

funding from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. 

One of the free resources being developed by MAP is a ag
no

st

One of the free resources being developed by MAP is a 
series of 'Classroom Challenges' formative assessment 
lessons for middle and high school. na

l/D
ia

g

The 'Classroom Challenges' Lessons are divided into two ru
cti

on

www.interventioncentral.org

g
types: Problem Solving and Concept Development.
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Response to Intervention

MAP: ‘Classroom Challenges’ Formative 
A t L  en

t
Assessment Lessons (Cont.)

The 'Classroom Challenges' Lessons have the following se
ss

me

elements:

• math problems to be solvedtic
 A

ss

math problems to be solved
• examples of previously collected student work to be 

analyzed by students as part of the lessonag
no

st

y y p
• discussion questions
• teacher guidance on how to solve the math problems, na

l/D
ia

teacher guidance on how to solve the math problems, 
interpret student responses, and intervene with students 
who may need extra assistance.ru

cti
on
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Response to Intervention

MAP: ‘Classroom Challenges’ Formative 
A t Len

t
Assessment Lessons

se
ss

me
tic

 A
ss

ag
no

st
na

l/D
ia

ru
cti

on
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Response to Intervention

Mathematics Assessment Project: Prototype 
S ti  A t T tes Summative Assessment Tests

The Mathematics Assessment Project (MAP) has created ea
su

re

prototypes of ambitious tests to test student mastery of the 
Common Core State Standards. These materials are free.

me
) M

e

Tests for middle school are 80-minute exams, divided into 2 parts.

The Tests for College & Career Readiness (high school) come in 
h  i  (1) 40 i  (2) 90 i  (3) 180 iOu

tco
m

three versions: (1) 40 minutes; (2) 90 minutes; (3) 180 minutes

Schools are explicitly cautioned not to incorporate these prototype 
t i l  i t  hi h t k  t t  H  h l   i h t  tiv

e (
O

materials into high-stakes tests. However, schools may wish to 
review the test bank to obtain ideas for constructing test items and 
to get a sense of what kinds of test questions are needed to um
ma

t

www.interventioncentral.org

g q
measure attainment of Common Core State Standards.
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Response to Intervention

Mathematics Assessment Project: Prototype 
S ti  A t T tes Summative Assessment Tests

ea
su

re
me

) M
e

Ou
tco

m
tiv

e (
O

um
ma

t
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Response to Intervention

Teacher-Guided Diagnostic Math Assessmenten
t

The math instructor can collect information on the math 
performance of individual students to better understand se

ss
me

p
their strengths and weaknesses and to target areas 
requiring intervention.tic

 A
ss

Three major sources of diagnostic information include:
– CRA (Concrete-Representational-Abstract) Assessmentag

no
st

– Error Pattern Analysis
– Mathematics Interviewna

l/D
ia

ru
cti

on

Sources: Lembke, E. S., Hampton, D., & Beyers, S. J. (2012). Response to intervention in mathematics: Critical elements. 
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Psychology in the Schools, 49(3), 257-272.

Stewart, L. H. & Silberglit, B. (2008). Best practices in developing academic local norms. In A. Thomas & J. Grimes (Eds.), 
Best practices in school psychology V (pp. 225-242). Bethesda, MD: National Association of School Psychologists.



Response to Intervention

Teacher-Guided Diagnostic Math Assessmenten
t

• CRA (Concrete-Representational-Abstract) Assessment. 
Students fall along a continuum in mathematical reasoning. se

ss
me

When confronted with an algebra problem, some rely on 3-
dimensional ('concrete') manipulatives such as algebra tiles to 
solve; others are able to answer the same problem using twotic

 A
ss

solve; others are able to answer the same problem using two-
dimensional ('representation') diagrams; and still others can 
master the problem via ('abstract') reasoning alone. The ag

no
st

teacher can judge a student's place on the CAR continuum by 
giving that student various problems to solve with and without 
concrete and representational aids  na

l/D
ia

concrete and representational aids. 

ru
cti

on
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Response to Intervention
en

t Teacher-Guided Diagnostic Math Assessment
• Error Pattern Analysis. The teacher reviews completed 

student math problems from homework, in-class work, or se
ss

me

tests, looking for patterns in the errors that the student 
commonly makes. 

tic
 A

ss

This analysis might reveal that the student selects the wrong 
operation, uses an incorrect algorithm, or commits other types ag

no
st

of errors. Error pattern analysis can be helpful not only in 
drawing the student's attention to common mistakes but in 
alerting the teacher to student misunderstandings of math na

l/D
ia

alerting the teacher to student misunderstandings of math 
concepts.

ru
cti

on
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Response to Intervention
en

t Teacher-Guided Diagnostic Math Assessment
• Student Math Interview. The teacher conducts a structured 

math interview with the student to observe his or her math 
i  kill  d t t k l d d ibl  t  se

ss
me

reasoning skills and content knowledge--and possibly to 
uncover student errors or misunderstandings. 

tic
 A

ss

The teacher can choose to run the interview as a 'think aloud' 
in which the student is given a problem to solve and directed ag

no
st

to verbalize the steps needed to reach the solution. 

Alternatively the teacher may structure the interview to include na
l/D

ia

Alternatively the teacher may structure the interview to include 
specific questions about the definition of selected math terms 
or concepts. The student may also be encouraged to draw a ru
cti

on

www.interventioncentral.org

problem before solving it or may be given manipulatives 
and/or diagrams to use in its solution.
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Response to InterventionMethods of RTI Math Assessment
Basic Facts: Computation The student completes a timed worksheet of basic computation 
Fluency math facts. This measure has been studied with grades 6 & 7.

Math Concepts & 
Applications: 

The student completes mixed problems that sample (1)Algebra;(2) 
Geometry & Measurement; (3) Data Analysis, Number Operations Applications: 

www.easycbm.com
Geometry & Measurement; (3) Data Analysis, Number Operations 
& Algebra. Items correspond to the NCTM Math Focal Points.

AAIMS Algebra Progress-
Monitoring Meas res

Measures fall into these categories: (1) Algebra Basic Skills; (2) 
Algebra Fo ndations  (3) Algebra Content Anal sisMonitoring Measures Algebra Foundations; (3) Algebra Content Analysis.

Teacher-Guided 
Diagnostic Math 

The teacher collects data on student math performance via (1) 
CRA (Concrete-Representational-Abstract) Assessment; (2) Error 

Assessment Pattern Analysis; (3) Mathematics Interview

MAP ‘Classroom 
Challenges’ Formative 

These MS and HS math lessons are designed to give teachers 
real-time information about student understanding and mastery of Challenges  Formative 

Assessment Lessons
real time information about student understanding and mastery of 
2 kinds of lessons: Problem Solving and Concept Development

MAP Prototype These tests are models for what MS and HS math assessments 
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MAP Prototype
Summative Assessment 
Tests

These tests are models for what MS and HS math assessments 
may look like in the era of the ambitious Common Core State 
Standards. 



Response to Intervention

Activity: Data Collection and Math Interventions

• In your groups, discuss what tools (formal or otherwise) your 
teachers and/or school have available to:

1. assess student math performancep
2. track student math interventions

• Be prepared to report out!
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Response to Intervention

Mathematics & the Unmotivated StudentMathematics & the Unmotivated Student

Focus of Inquiry: What are ways Focus of Inquiry: What are ways 
that teachers can motivate 
middle- and high-school students middle- and high-school students 
to take responsibility for their 
math performance?math performance?
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Response to Intervention
Teachers: Mathematics & the Unmotivated 

St d tStudent
• Issue: Poor student motivation is one of the chief 

reasons for underperformance in mathematics.
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Response to Intervention
Unmotivated Students: What Works

M ti ti   b  th ht f  h i  t  di i
1. the student’s expectation 

of success on the task

Motivation can be thought of as having two dimensions:

………………10……………… 0………………10of success on the task

2. the value that the student places 
Multiplied by

………………10
X 0...…………

……………… 0
X 10...…………

………………10
X 10...…………p

on achieving success on that 
learning task

0
0

10
0

10
100

The relationship between the two factors is multiplicative. If EITHER of 
these factors (the student’s expectation of success on the task OR the 
student’s valuing of that success) is zero  then the ‘motivation’ product will student s valuing of that success) is zero, then the motivation  product will 
also be zero.
Source: Sprick, R. S., Borgmeier, C., & Nolet, V. (2002). Prevention and management of behavior 
problems in secondary schools  In M  A  Shinn  H  M  Walker & G  Stoner (Eds )  Interventions for 
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problems in secondary schools. In M. A. Shinn, H. M. Walker & G. Stoner (Eds.), Interventions for 
academic and behavior problems II: Preventive and remedial approaches (pp.373-401). Bethesda, 
MD: National Association of School Psychologists.



Response to Intervention

AVAILABILITY: 'BIASES OFIMAGINABILITY'. The 
d  f ti ti  th t  t d t b i  t  th degree of motivation that a student brings to math 
work can be influenced by the ease with which that 
t d t i  bl  t  i i  iti   ti  student is able to imagine positive or negative 

outcomes.
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Source: Tversky, A. & Kahneman, D. (1974) Judgment under uncertainty: Heuristics and biases.. Science, 185, 1124-1131.



Response to Intervention

EXAMPLE--AVAILABILITY: 'BIASES 
OFIMAGINABILITY'. A student lacks motivation to 
put her full effort into a math assignment because 
– she can vividly imagine failing the assignment 

(based on past experience) but 
– cannot easily picture succeeding on the ca o eas y p c u e succeed g o e

assignment (because she has few if any prior 
examples of success to call to mind). p )

In this case, the ‘bias of imaginability’ is tilted 

www.interventioncentral.org

In this case, the bias of imaginability  is tilted 
toward the negative and saps student motivation.
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Response to Intervention

Student Motivation: Reframe the Issue in Student Motivation: Reframe the Issue in 
Observable (and Fixable) Terms

Step 1: Redefine ‘motivation’ as academic engagement: 
e.g., The student chooses “to engage in active accurate 

d i  di ” (Ski  P  & D i  academic responding” (Skinner, Pappas, & Davis, 
2005).

Step 2: Build staff support for this mission statement: 
“When a student appears unmotivated  it is the school’s When a student appears unmotivated, it is the school s 
job to figure out why the student is unmotivated and to 
find a way to get that student motivated.”

www.interventioncentral.org
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Source: Skinner, C. H., Pappas, D. N., & Davis, K. A. (2005). Enhancing academic engagement: Providing opportunities for 
responding and influencing students to choose to respond. Psychology in the  Schools, 42, 389-403.



Response to Intervention

Academic Survival Skills ChecklistsAcademic Survival Skills Checklists
(Available on Conference Web Page)
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Response to Intervention

The Problem That This Tool Addresses: 
A d i  S i l Skill  Ch kli tAcademic Survival Skills Checklist

Students who would achieve success on the ambitious 
Common Core State Standards must first cultivate a set of 
general 'academic survival skills' that they can apply to any 
coursework (DiPerna  2006)  coursework (DiPerna, 2006). 
Examples of academic survival skills include the ability to 
study effectively  be organized  and manage time well  study effectively, be organized, and manage time well. 
When academic survival skills are described in global terms, 
though  it can be difficult to define them  For example  two though, it can be difficult to define them. For example, two 
teachers may have different understandings about what the 
term 'study skills' means. 

www.interventioncentral.org
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Source: DiPerna, J. C. (2006). Academic enablers and student achievement: Implications for assessment and intervention 
services in the schools. Psychology in the Schools, 43, 7-17.



Response to Intervention

Academic Survival Skills Checklist: What It Is…Academic Survival Skills Checklist: What It Is…
• The teacher selects a global skill (e.g., 

h k l ti  i d d t t k)  homework completion; independent seatwork). 
The teacher then breaks the global skill down 
i t   h kli t f t b kill  A  into a checklist of component sub-skills. An 
observer (e.g., teacher, another adult, or even 
th  t d t)  th   th  h kli t t  t  the student) can then use the checklist to note 
whether a student successfully displays each of 
th  b kill    i  d  the sub-skills on a given day. 
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Response to Intervention
Academic Survival Skills Checklist: Time Management 

ExampleExample

www.interventioncentral.org 227
Source: Academic Survival Skills Checklist Maker. (2012). Retrieved from http://www.interventioncentral.org/tools/academic-survival-skills-
checklist-maker



Response to Intervention
Academic Survival Skills Checklist: Time Management 

ExampleExample
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Source: Academic Survival Skills Checklist Maker. (2012). Retrieved from http://www.interventioncentral.org/tools/academic-survival-skills-
checklist-maker



Response to Intervention
Academic Survival Skills Checklist: Time Management 

ExampleExample
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Source: Academic Survival Skills Checklist Maker. (2012). Retrieved from http://www.interventioncentral.org/tools/academic-survival-skills-
checklist-maker



Response to Intervention
Academic Survival Skills Checklist: Time Management 

ExampleExample
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Source: Academic Survival Skills Checklist Maker. (2012). Retrieved from http://www.interventioncentral.org/tools/academic-survival-skills-
checklist-maker



Response to Intervention

Academic Survival Skills Checklists: 5 Uses
Consistent expectations among teachers. Teachers at a grade 
level, on an instructional team, or within an instructional 
department can work together to develop checklists for department can work together to develop checklists for 
essential global academic-survival skills. As teachers  
collaborate to create these checklists  they reach agreement collaborate to create these checklists, they reach agreement 
on the essential skills that students need for academic 
success and can then consistently promote those skills across y
their classrooms.

11
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Response to Intervention

Academic Survival Skills Checklists: 5 Uses
Proactive student skills training. One excellent use of these 
checklists is as a classwide student training tool. At the start of 
the school year  teachers can create checklists for those the school year, teachers can create checklists for those 
academic survival skills in which students are weak (e.g., 
study skills  time management) and use them as tools to train study skills, time management) and use them as tools to train 
students in specific strategies to remediate these deficiencies. 
Several instructors working with the same group of students g g
can even pool their efforts so that each teacher might be 
required to teach a checklist in only a single survival-skill area.

22
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Response to Intervention

Academic Survival Skills Checklists: 5 Uses
Student skills self-check. Teachers can use academic survival-
skills checklists to promote student responsibility. Students are 
provided with master copies of checklists and encouraged to provided with master copies of checklists and encouraged to 
develop their own customized checklists by selecting and 
editing those strategies likely to work best for them  Instructors editing those strategies likely to work best for them. Instructors 
can then hold students accountable to consult and use these 
individualized checklists to expand their repertoire of strategies g
for managing their own learning. 

33
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Response to Intervention

Academic Survival Skills Checklists: 5 Uses
Monitoring progress of academic survival-skills interventions. 
Often, intervention plans developed for middle and high school 
students include strategies to address academic survival skill students include strategies to address academic survival-skill 
targets such as homework completion or organization. 
Checklists are a good way for teachers to measure the Checklists are a good way for teachers to measure the 
student's baseline use of academic survival skills in a targeted 
area prior to the start of the intervention. Checklists can also 
be used to calculate a student outcome goal that will signify a 
successful intervention and to measure (e.g., weekly) the 
t d t'   i  i   d d  f d i  student's progress in using an expanded range of academic 

survival-skills during the intervention period.

44
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Response to Intervention

Academic Survival Skills Checklists: 5 Uses
Parent conferences. When teachers meet with parents to 
discuss student academic concerns, academic survival-skills 
checklists can serve as a vehicle to define expected student checklists can serve as a vehicle to define expected student 
competencies and also to decide what specific school and 
home supports will most benefit the student  In addition  home supports will most benefit the student. In addition, 
parents often appreciate receiving copies of these checklists to 
review with their child at home.

55
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Response to Intervention

Academic Survival Skills Checklist: Example
Background: A math instructor, Mr. Haverneck, is concerned that a 

student, Rodney, appears to be disorganized in class.
Define the Problem: Mr. Haverneck defines the problem as ‘poor 

organizational skills’ and breaks down this global skill area into its 
components by using a 9 item Academic Survival Skills Checklist components by using a 9-item Academic Survival Skills Checklist 
in organizational skills. 
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Response to Intervention

Academic Survival Skills Checklist: Example
Decide How to Collect Data: Mr. Haverneck decides to use the 

checklist to verify (through direct observation and student 
inter ie ) those s b skills that the st dent does or does not interview) those sub-skills that the student does or does not 
dsplay.

Baseline Measure: Mr  Havernick monitors the student’s compliance Baseline Measure: Mr. Havernick monitors the student s compliance 
with elements of this organization -skills checklist across three 
days of math class. On average, Rodney successfully carries out days of math class. On average, Rodney successfully carries out 
only 4 of the 9 possible subskills. 

Intervention Outcome Goal: Mr. Havernick sets the goal that by the 
last week of a 5-week intervention, the student will be found to use 

www.interventioncentral.org

all 9 of the subskills on at least 4 out of 5 days.
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Response to Intervention

Academic Survival Skills 
Checklist MakerChecklist Maker
http://www.interventioncentral.org/
tools/academic-survival-skills-
checklist-makerchecklist maker

The Academic Survival Skills 
Checklist Maker provides a starter set p
of strategies to address:

•homework
• note-taking
• organization
•study skills

ti  t  • time management. 

Teachers can use the application to 
create and print customized checklists 
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create and print customized checklists 
and can also save their checklists 
online. 



Response to Intervention

How To…Increase Motivation 
Th h ‘Hi h P b bilit ’ R tThrough ‘High-Probability’ Requests

pp. 16-18
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Response to Intervention

TUTORIAL: How To…Increase Motivation 
Through ‘High-Probability’ Requests

High probability requests are a useful technique to motivate High-probability requests are a useful technique to motivate 
students to engage in assigned classwork (Lee, 2006). The 
teacher first identifies an academic activity in which the y
student historically shows a low probability of completing 
because of non-compliance.  The teacher then embeds within 
that low-probability activity an introductory series of simple, 
brief 'high-probability' requests or tasks that this same student 
has an established track record of completing (Belfiore  has an established track record of completing (Belfiore, 
Basile, & Lee, 2008). 
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Response to Intervention

TUTORIAL: How To…Increase Motivation 
Th h ‘Hi h P b bilit ’ R t  (C t )Through ‘High-Probability’ Requests (Cont.)

Here are 4 steps to using high probability requests:Here are 4 steps to using high-probability requests:

1 Identify incidents of non-compliant behavior The teacher 1. Identify incidents of non-compliant behavior. The teacher 
notes academic work-situations that initially have a low 
probability for completion because of student non-p y p
compliance (e.g., writing a journal entry; completing a 
worksheet with reflective questions tied to a reading 

)assignment). The teacher also determines whether non-
compliance in each situation occurs within that task or in 
transitioning to that task
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transitioning to that task.
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Response to Intervention

TUTORIAL: How To…Increase Motivation 
Th h ‘Hi h P b bilit ’ R t  (C t )Through ‘High-Probability’ Requests (Cont.)

2. List high-probability tasks. Next, the teacher generates a list of 
hi h b bilit  t k  th t th  t d t i  lik l  t  l  ith  high-probability tasks that the student is likely to comply with. 
These tasks should be brief (i.e., take 5 seconds or fewer to 
complete) and should logically link to the low probability complete) and should logically link to the low-probability 
activity. 

For example, if the low-probability event is getting the student 
to start the writing of a journal entry (transitioning between 
academic activities), easy, high-probability tasks associated 
with beginning the writing task might include 'organize your 
writing materials'   'write a title'  and  'list 3 ideas for the journal 
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writing materials ,  write a title , and  list 3 ideas for the journal 
entry'. 
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Response to Intervention

TUTORIAL: How To…Increase Motivation 
Th h ‘Hi h P b bilit ’ R t  (C t )Through ‘High-Probability’ Requests (Cont.)

3. Create activities with embedded high-probability tasks. The 
t h  th  k  th  l b bilit  k it ti  t  teacher then reworks the low-probability work-situation to 
embed within it a series of high-probability tasks. 
St ti   ti it  If th  t t i  t  t th  t d t t  t iti  • Starting an activity: If the target is to get the student to transition 
efficiently from one activity to another, the teacher inserts 3 
high-probability requests at the start of the activity to create high probability requests at the start of the activity to create 
behavioral momentum. 

• Continuing an activity: If the goal is to prod the student to Continuing an activity: If the goal is to prod the student to 
efficiently complete an independent assignment without 
hesitating between items, the teacher inserts 3 high-probability 
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requests before each challenging item on the assignment.
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Response to Intervention

TUTORIAL: How To…Increase Motivation 
Th h ‘Hi h P b bilit ’ R t  (C t )Through ‘High-Probability’ Requests (Cont.)

4. Introduce the activities. The teacher rolls out the activities, now 
t l d t  i l d  b dd d hi h b bilit  t k   retooled to include embedded high-probability tasks or 

requests. 

The teacher is careful, when presenting directives aloud to the 
student, to pace those directives briskly: letting no more than 10 , p y g
seconds elapse between student completion of one request 
and teacher delivery of the next request. The teacher should 
also monitor the student's performance. If the student does not 
comply quickly with selected high-probability requests, the 
teacher should replace those requests on future assignments 
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teacher should replace those requests on future assignments 
with others that elicit prompt compliance.
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Response to Intervention

TUTORIAL: How To…Increase Motivation 
Th h ‘Hi h P b bilit ’ R t  (C t )Through ‘High-Probability’ Requests (Cont.)

TIP: Consider using high-probability sequences to motivate 
h l      ti  l  whole groups or even an entire class. 

F  l   i t t  i ht d id  t  i t   3 ' ' • For example, an instructor might decide to intersperse  3 'easy' 
(high-probability) items between each 'challenge' item on a 
math computation worksheet to be assigned to all students for math computation worksheet to be assigned to all students for 
independent seatwork. 

• Or a teacher may routinely introduce in-class writing Or a teacher may routinely introduce in class writing 
assignments by first verbally directing students to 'take out 
paper and pen', 'write your name on the paper', and 'copy this 
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journal topic onto your paper'.
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Response to Intervention

How To…Help the Student Develop Work-
Pl i  Skill  Pl  E l t  Adj tPlanning Skills: Plan, Evaluate, Adjust

pp. 19-21
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Response to Intervention
TUTORIAL: How To…Help the Student Develop 

Work Planning Skills: Plan  Evaluate  Adjust
The student is trained to follow a plan>work>self-

evaluate>adjust sequence in work planning:

Work-Planning Skills: Plan, Evaluate, Adjust

evaluate>adjust sequence in work-planning:
• Plan. The student creates a work plan: inventorying a 

collection of related tasks to be done  setting specific collection of related tasks to be done, setting specific 
outcome goals that signify success on each task, 
allocating time sufficient to carry out each task.allocating time sufficient to carry out each task.

• Work. The student completes the work.
• Self-Evaluate. The student compares actual work Self Evaluate. The student compares actual work 

performance to the outcome goals to evaluate success.
• Adjust. The student determines what to do differently in 
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Adjust. The student determines what to do differently in 
the future to improve performance and outcomes.

247
Source: Martin, J. E., Mithaug, D. E., Cox, P., Peterson, L. Y., Van Dycke, J. L., & Cash, M.E. (2003). Increasing self-
determination: Teaching students to plan, work, evaluate, and adjust. Exceptional Children, 69, 431-447.



Response to Intervention

p. 21
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Response to Intervention
TUTORIAL: How To…Help the Student Develop 

Work Planning Skills: Plan  Evaluate  Adjust
PLANNING: The teacher & student meet prior to the work 

to create a plan  with 3 phases to the meeting:

Work-Planning Skills: Plan, Evaluate, Adjust

to create a plan, with 3 phases to the meeting:
1. Task. The student describes each academic task in 

clear and specific terms (e g  "Complete first 10 clear and specific terms (e.g., Complete first 10 
problems on page 48 of math book", "write an outline 
from notes for history essay"). from notes for history essay ). 

For this part of the work plan, the teacher may need to 
model for the student how to divide larger global 
assignments into component tasks. in the future to 
improve performance and outcomes
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improve performance and outcomes.
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Response to Intervention
TUTORIAL: How To…Help the Student Develop 

Work Planning Skills: Plan  Evaluate  Adjust
PLANNING: The teacher & student meet prior to the work 

to create a plan  with 3 phases to the meeting:

Work-Planning Skills: Plan, Evaluate, Adjust

to create a plan, with 3 phases to the meeting:
2. Time Allocated. The student decides how much time 

should be reserved to complete each task (e g  For a should be reserved to complete each task (e.g., For a 
math workbook assignment:  "20 minutes" or "11:20 to 
11:40"). 11:40 ). 

Because students with limited planning skills can make 
unrealistic time projections for task completion, the 
teacher may need to provide initial guidance and 
modeling in time estimation
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modeling in time estimation.
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Response to Intervention
TUTORIAL: How To…Help the Student Develop 

Work Planning Skills: Plan  Evaluate  Adjust
PLANNING: The teacher & student meet prior to the work 

to create a plan  with 3 phases to the meeting:

Work-Planning Skills: Plan, Evaluate, Adjust

to create a plan, with 3 phases to the meeting:
3. Performance Goal. The student sets a performance 

goal to be achieved for each task  Performance goals goal to be achieved for each task. Performance goals 
are dependent on the student and may reference the 
amount, accuracy, and/or qualitative ratings of the amount, accuracy, and/or qualitative ratings of the 
work: (e.g., for a reading assignment: "To read at least 
5 pages from assigned text, and to take notes of the 
content"; for a math assignment: "At least 80% of 
problems correct"; for a writing assignment: "Rating of 
4 or higher on class writing rubric")   
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4 or higher on class writing rubric").  
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Response to Intervention
TUTORIAL: How To…Help the Student Develop 

Work Planning Skills: Plan  Evaluate  Adjust
SELF-EVALUATION: The teacher & student meet after the 

work to evaluate with 2 phases to the meeting:

Work-Planning Skills: Plan, Evaluate, Adjust

work to evaluate with 2 phases to the meeting:
1. Comparison of Performance Goal to Actual 

Performance  For each task on the plan  the student Performance. For each task on the plan, the student 
compares his or her actual work performance to the 
original performance goal and notes whether the goal original performance goal and notes whether the goal 
was achieved. In addition to noting whether the 
performance  goal was attained, the student evaluates 
whether the task was completed within the time 
allocated. 
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Response to Intervention
TUTORIAL: How To…Help the Student Develop 

Work Planning Skills: Plan  Evaluate  Adjust
SELF-EVALUATION: The teacher & student meet after the 

work to evaluate with 2 phases to the meeting:

Work-Planning Skills: Plan, Evaluate, Adjust

work to evaluate with 2 phases to the meeting:
2. Adjustment. For each task that the student failed to 

reach the performance goal within the time allocated  reach the performance goal within the time allocated, 
the student reflects on the experience and decides 
what adjustments to make on future assignments. For what adjustments to make on future assignments. For 
example, a student reviewing a homework work-plan 
who discovers that she reserved insufficient time to 
complete math word problems may state that, in future, 
she should allocate at least 30 minutes for similar 
tasks
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tasks.
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Response to Intervention

p. 21
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Response to Intervention
CCSS: Student Work-Plan Conference: Exercise
• Pair off at your tables. Review the 

structure for student work-planning 
conferences shared today  Discuss 

STUDENTWORK-PLANNING 
P d P t Pl i  conferences shared today. Discuss 

how you might use it to train 
students in work planning  

Pre- and Post-Planning 
Conferences

PLANNINGstudents in work planning. 
• Consider questions such as:
What assignments you might use 

1. Task
2. Time AllocatedWhat assignments you might use 

it for: in-class?, homework? 
longer-term assignments?

3. Performance Goal
SELF-EVALUATIONg g

Who might conference with the 
student: teacher? counselor? 

1. Comparison of 
Performance Goal to 
Actual Performance
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mentor? 2. Adjustment



Response to Intervention

Helping the Student Who is ‘Under Water’ 
With Late Assignments: A Structure for With Late Assignments: A Structure for 

Teacher–Student Conferences 
pp. 22-24pp. 22 24
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Response to Intervention
Negotiating Missing Work: Student-Teacher 

C fConference
When students fall behind in their classwork, they can 
quickly enter a downward spiral  Some students become quickly enter a downward spiral. Some students become 
overwhelmed and simply give up. 
In such cases  the teacher may want to meet with the In such cases, the teacher may want to meet with the 
student –and if possible, a parent--to help that student to 
create a work plan to catch up with late work. p p
At the meeting, the teacher and student inventory what 
work is missing, negotiate a plan to complete that overdue g, g p p
work, and perhaps agree on a reasonable penalty when 
late work is turned in. All attending then sign off on the 

k l  Th  h  l   h  h  h  
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work plan. The teacher also ensures that the atmosphere 
at the meeting is supportive.
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Response to Intervention
Negotiating Missing Work: Student-Teacher 

C f  (C t )Conference (Cont.)
Here in greater detail are the steps that the teacher and 
student would follow at a meeting to renegotiate missing student would follow at a meeting to renegotiate missing 
work:

1 Inventory All Missing Work  The teacher reviews with the 1. Inventory All Missing Work. The teacher reviews with the 
student all late or missing work. The student is given the 
opportunity to explain why the work has not yet been pp y p y y
submitted. 
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Response to Intervention
Negotiating Missing Work: Student-Teacher 

C f  (C t )Conference (Cont.)

2 N ti t   Pl  t  C l t  Mi i  W k  Th  t h  2. Negotiate a Plan to Complete Missing Work. The teacher 
and student create a log with entries for all missing 
assignments  Each entry includes a description of the assignments. Each entry includes a description of the 
missing assignment and a due date by which the student 
pledges to submit that work. This log becomes the p g g
student’s work plan. Submission dates for late 
assignments should be realistic--particularly for students 
who owe a considerable amount of late work and are 
also trying to keep caught up with current assignments.  
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Response to Intervention
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Response to Intervention
Negotiating Missing Work: Student-Teacher 

C f  (C t )Conference (Cont.)
3. [Optional] Impose a Penalty for Missing Work. The 

teacher may decide to impose a penalty for the work teacher may decide to impose a penalty for the work 
being submitted late. Examples of possible penalties are 
a reduction of points (e.g., loss of 10 points per a reduction of points (e.g., loss of 10 points per 
assignment) or the requirement that the student do 
additional work on the assignment than was required of 
his or her peers who turned it in on time.  If imposed, 
such penalties would be spelled out at this teacher-
t d t f  A  lti  h ld b  b l d student conference. Any penalties should be balanced 

and fair, permitting the teacher to impose appropriate 
consequences while allowing the student to still see a 
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consequences while allowing the student to still see a 
path to completing missing work and passing the course. 
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Response to Intervention
Negotiating Missing Work: Student-Teacher 

C f  (C t )Conference (Cont.)
4. Periodically Check on the Status of the Missing-Work 

Plan  If the schedule agreed upon by teacher and Plan. If the schedule agreed upon by teacher and 
student to complete and submit all late work exceeds 
two weeks, the teacher (or other designated school two weeks, the teacher (or other designated school 
contact, such as a counselor) should meet with the 
student weekly while the plan is in effect. At these 
meetings, the teacher checks in with the student to verify 
that he or she is attaining the plan milestones on time 

d till t  t  t th  b i i  d dli  and still expects to meet the submission deadlines 
agreed upon. If obstacles to emerge, the teacher and 
student engage in problem-solving to resolve them
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student engage in problem-solving to resolve them.
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Response to Intervention
Teachers: Mathematics & the Unmotivated 

St d t
• Recommendation 1: Redefine ‘motivation’ in observable 

Student

terms as  ‘active academic engagement’.
• Recommendation 2: Use ‘high-probability’ requests to g p y q

increase student compliance & work completion.
• Recommendation 3: Create sets of ‘academic survival 

skills’ checklists for use as student training tools to 
increase competency and motivation.

• Recommendation 4: Train students in ‘work-planning’ skills 
using the format shared at this workshop.
R d ti  5  C d t ‘l t k’ ti  ith 
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• Recommendation 5: Conduct ‘late-work’ meetings with 
students using the structure shared at this workshop.
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Response to InterventionWorkshop: Best Practices in Secondary Math
Interventions (7-12)

Activity: ‘Next 
Steps’ Planning 

1. Strong Elements of ‘Direct Instruction’
2. Sampling of Interventions to Support Math-Fact 

Fluency  Problem SolvingSteps  Planning 
• Review the key 

points discussed in 

Fluency, Problem-Solving
3. Fractions: ‘Whole-Number Bias’ and Dragon Game
4 Ideas for Motivating Students: Academic Survival p

this workshop (on 
right). 

4. Ideas for Motivating Students: Academic Survival 
Skills, Checklists, High-Probability Requests, Work 
Plan Conferences, Late Work Conferences

• Each participant 
should choose 2-3 
‘next steps’ to act 

5. Use of Accommodations in Math Classrooms
6. Online Tools:

-Accommodations Findernext steps  to act 
on this information.

• Be prepared to 

Accommodations Finder
-Academic Survival Skills Checklist Maker
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p p
report out!
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